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Overview
Two-phase flow applications are of great interest in the space sector thanks to its ad-
vantages, in the recent years, the research on this subject has increased considerably.
Some examples can be found in space bioreactors, chemical contactors, life-support sys-
tems for human exploration and development of space, etc. Despite the great effort
on understanding the behaviour of two-phase flows in microgravity, there are still many
unknowns, therefore, further research is needed.
In this study, we have dedicated our work to analyse the bubble generation of the water-
air combination in a T-junction capillary. The simulations have been performed in a
microgravity environment due to the very different behavior when compared to the one
observed in the presence of gravitational forces, as well as, despite there is a lot of
research in this field, there is still much more to be done.
The open source program OpenFoam is used as the main tool for our simulations and
Paraview as a post-processing tool. The InterFoam solver is selected to use in order
to simulate laminar flow with two incompressible and isothermal phases. The study of
numerical simulations has been carried out to compare it with experimental data and
therefore, validate the software for this use.
Before obtaining the results, convergence tests on the mesh have been performed, in
addition to a study to detach the bubbles from the walls, focusing on the contact
angle and wettability condition. We validated our mesh and selected the best boundary
conditions to perform the finals tests. In the results, we carried out the simulations for
three groups of combinations of velocities with USL = 0.106 m/s, USL = 0.318 m/s,
and USL = 0.531 m/s and different gas superficial velocity to analyse the behaviour of
the bubble frequency, volume, velocity, and longitude. We obtained that simulations
and experiments are really similarly qualitatively, with some differences quantitatively.
Besides, they adequately reproduced the bubbles formation.
By analysing all the parameters, we observe that for lower liquid superficial velocities
the simulations approach perfectly to the experiments while increasing its velocity the
simulations start having more fluctuations and move away from the experimental data.
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Resum
Les aplicacions de flux bifa`sic so´n de gran intere`s en el sector espacial gra`cies als seus
avantatges, en els u´ltims anys, la recerca sobre aquest tema ha augmentat considera-
blement. Alguns exemples es poden trobar en bioreactors espacials, contactors qu´ımics,
sistemes de suport vital per a l’exploracio´ humana i el desenvolupament de l’espai, etc.
Malgrat el gran esforc¸ per comprendre el comportament dels fluxos bifa`sics en un am-
bient de microgravetat, encara hi ha moltes inco`gnites, per aixo`, e´s necessa`ria me´s
investigacio´.
En aquest estudi, hem dedicat el nostre treball a analitzar la generacio´ de bombolles
de la combinacio´ d’aigua i gas en un capil·lar en forma de ”T”. Les simulacions s’han
realitzat en un entorn de micro gravetat per la gran difere`ncia de comportament en
comparacio´ amb l’observat en prese`ncia de forces gravitacionals, aix´ı com, tot i que hi
ha molta investigacio´ en aquest camp, encara queda molta me´s per fer.
El programa de codi obert OpenFoam s’utilitza com a eina principal per a les nostres
simulacions i Paraview com a eina de postprocessament. S’ha seleccionat el solver In-
terFoam, dissenyat per simular fluxos multifa`sics, laminars, incompressibles i isote`rmics.
L’estudi de simulacions nume`riques s’ha dut a terme per comparar-ho amb dades expe-
rimentals i d’aquesta manera poder validar el software per aquest u´s.
Abans d’obtenir els resultats, s’han realitzat proves de converge`ncia sobre el nombre de
cel·les de la malla, aix´ı com un estudi per separar les bombolles de les parets, centrant-se
en l’angle de contacte i la condicio´ de wettability. Hem validat la malla i seleccionat les
millors condicions de contorn per realitzar els tests finals. En els resultats, hem dut a
terme les simulacions per tres grups de combinacions de velocitat amb USL = 0.106 m/s,
USL = 0.318 m/s i USL = 0.531 m/s i diverses velocitats superficials del gas per estudiar
el comportament de la frequ¨e`ncia, volum, velocitat i longitud de la bombolla. Hem
obtingut que les simulacions i els experiments so´n molt similars qualitativament, amb
algunes difere`ncies quantitativament. A me´s, reprodueixen adequadament la formacio´
de les bombolles.
Analitzant tots els para`metres, observem que per a una velocitat superficial del l´ıquid
baixa, les simulacions s’aproximen molt als experiments mentre que per velocitats me´s
altes apareixen me´s fluctuacions i els valors s’allunyen dels experimentals.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The study of two flow fluids has arisen in the recent years as a consequence of its presence
in numerous engineering applications in space. The purpose of replacing single-phase
for two-phase systems is due to the reduction in system mass and complexity leading to
improvements in system reliability. This can be applied in the design of future fluid sys-
tems for spacecraft-impacting fluid bearing containers, thermal control system coolant
reservoirs, water storage and management systems, liquid state low-gravity materials
processing equipment, and biofluids handling instruments for in-flight human health sys-
tems, which is vital to further space exploration.
Resolving microgravity two-phase flow challenges are critical to help scientists and en-
gineers to better understand its behaviour and be able to apply it on the numerous
applications, since in the absence of gravity, the floatibility force has less effect, and
therefore, the bubble generation is not constant and predecible. Another exciting area of
study in microgravity is that of physical science. The propellants float inside the tanks
and water droplets bounce off the recycling systems. This makes the design of fluid han-
dling systems for spacecraft a difficult task. In addition, the study of two-phase flows
in a microgravity environment can reveal behaviors that otherwise would be masked by
the effects of gravity. Therefore the bubble generation in a microgravity environment is
a crucial issue that needs an accurate control.
This research will focus on the mixture of gas and liquid to study the bubble gener-
ation process in a T-junction pipe. The geometry presented in Figure 1.1 consists of the
union of two pipes in 90 degrees with two inlets, one for water and one for air, and the
outlet with the mixture. Initially, the pipe will be full of water and the bubbles will start
generating once the air enters the pipe, as a consequence of the capillary and the liquid
drag forces, among others. We use numerical simulations due to the high cost of the
experiments in spatial conditions, therefore thanks to CFD the two-phase modeling can
be easily studied. In this study, OpenFOAM is the main tool for our simulations, as well
as, Paraview and Matlab for the post-processing study.
Various studies have been done in this field with different configurations. This con-
figuration has been studied before for [1, 2] but with the flow inverted, as presented
in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.3 is another interesting case where another inlet for the water
is implemented, a study and comparison between this case and ours can be found at [4] .
This report is organized, as first, a description of the methodology by an introduc-
tion to the CFD program, an explanation of the geometry and the mesh, a description
of the fluids and the parameters of the study, and a specification of the boundary and
initial conditions. In addition, a theoretical approach to the problem and an explanation
of the calculation of the frequency, velocity and volume is given. Secondly, the valida-
tion chapter includes a description of the mesh convergence test with different velocity
ranges of the air and the water, as well as a study of the bubble detachment and the
contact angle. Thirdly, in results, a study of the bubble generation frequency fB, the
bubble volume VB, the bubble velocity UB, and finally the bubble length LB is carried,
as well as, a comparison with experimental values is done to see how reliable are the
simulations. Finally, the conclusions are obtained followed by an introduction to possible
5
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future work.
Figure 1.1: 2D Scheme of the case studied in this report
Figure 1.2: 2D Scheme of another case studied in [1]
Figure 1.3: 2D Scheme of a double T-junction studied in [4]
CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. CFD
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numer-
ical analysis and data structures to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid flows.
Computers are used to perform the calculations required to simulate the interaction of
liquids and gases with surfaces defined by boundary conditions.
Thanks to CFD, many engineering problems are covered, such as aerodynamics, gas tur-
bines, turbo machinery, multiphase modeling, and so on, where some problems request
experimental results which are often impossible to realize or economically non-viable.
These are the most important reasons why CFD is of such important when dealing with
fluid flow problems, it is cheaper and less time consuming. In recent years, it has become
of common use both in the industry and the academic world, in order to work with fluid
flow problems, due to its capability to show results faster and more accurately. However,
validation and verification of the results is needed because it can give wrong results that
look nice. Through validation and verification it is ensured that the results achieved are
at least reliable.
CFD codes are based on numerical algorithms and consist of three main elements: pre-
processing, processing and post-processing. In the pre-processing step, the inputs are
given to the CFD software for the ongoing problem. It is based on the definition of
the geometry, mesh generation, definition of fluid properties, the turbulence properties
and of course the initial and boundary conditions. In the processing or solver part, the
unknown flow variables are approximated by means of simple functions, then these ap-
proximations are introduced into the governing equations, they are discretized and then
the algebraic equations are solved. Finally, in the post-processing step the data created
from the previous step is analyzed, and the geometry, the grid, different vector plots,
contour plots or surface plots can be visualized.
2.1.1. OpenFOAM
Open source Field Operation And Manipulation (OpenFOAM) is the program used to
carry all the simulation in this project. This free and open-source software is really useful
for the development of customized numerical solvers, and pre-/post-processing utilities
for the solution of CFD.
The main advantages of using OpenFOAM are the free-license and the possibility to
create individualized solutions that you specifically developed and product, unlike com-
mercial software. On the contrary, at first, it might be difficult to understand since it
does not have a visual interface. Therefore, Paraview is used to visualize the geometry
and mesh and also for the post-processing of the results.
OpenFOAM uses a case folder structure to set-up and save case data. Figure 2.1 shows
an initial state of a case. The main directories are: 0, constant and system.
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The 0 directory contains the values for the initial and boundary conditions for the vari-
ables such as velocity, alpha, which is the volume fraction between air and water, and
pressure. These values have to be defined for each section of the geometry: walls, inlets,
and outlets.
The folder constant contains a full description of the case mesh in a subdirectory poly-
Mesh and files specifying physical properties for the application concerned. The file
transportProperties contains the material properties for each fluid (kinematic viscosity,
density and surface tension) , turbulenceProperties contains the turbulence model that
in our case is laminar, and finally the g file that defines the gravity value.
System folder is used for setting parameters associated with the solution procedure itself.
It contains at least the following three files: controlDict where run control parameters
are set including start/end time, time step and parameters for data output; fvSchemes
where discretisation schemes used in the solution may be selected at run-time; and,
fvSolution where the equation solvers, tolerances and other algorithm controls are set
for the run. In addition there is the decomposeParDict file with the settings to divide
the mesh over multiple processors in order to run the simulation on multiple processors
and the setFieldsDict that initialize a volume of air.
In Appendix A, a wide explanation of openFoam can be found.
Figure 2.1: Scheme of the folder case for openFOAM
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2.2. Pre-Processing
2.2.1. Geometry
The geometry in this study is based on the union of two cylinders in 90 degrees with the
same diameter and different longitude, creating a T-junction pipe. The software used is
OnShape, which is really easy to manage and modified afterward if some changes in the
dimensions are needed. This program outputs STereoLithography (STL) files which can
be read by various other CAD programs.
The inner diameter of the pipes is 1 mm, the longitude of the large one is 10 mm and 1
mm in the vertical pipe. This geometry is exactly the same as in [2] and [3] in order to
make geometry comparisons. In Figure 2.2 a schematic drawing of the domain is given.
Figure 2.2: Lateral caption of the geometry with its dimensions in mm
OnShape does not allow to define the different surfaces, for that Salome was used. In
Salome, it is possible to create groups to define the different parts of the geometry
such as inlet1, inlet2, outlet, walls1, and walls2. Figure 2.3 shows the different surfaces
defined, where inlet1 corresponds to the air inlet, inlet2 to the water inlet, the outlet
corresponds to the exit of the bubbles and walls 1 and walls2 are the surfaces that define
the walls of the pipes, vertically and horizontally, respectively.
Figure 2.3: Caption of the geometry with its different surfaces: inlet1, inlet2, walls1 and
walls2.
2.2.2. Mesh
Creating the mesh is an important process to obtain the desired results. Convergence
tests are needed to verify if the accuracy and the structure of the mesh are sufficient,
these tests are described in Section 3.
Many problems were presented in the process to select the best software to mesh since
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the geometry is complicated, meshing is not straightforward. Salome, blockMesh, and
snappyHexMesh were some of the programmes we tried. BlockMesh does not support
complicate geometries like T-junction, and snappyHexMesh was more difficult to use.
Salome is a good option for meshing despite is not easy to create the geometry. SimScale
resulted to be a good option, but finally, ICEM was the one used. Table 2.1 presents
the advantages and disadvantages of each programme.
Mesh software Advantages Disadvantages
blockMesh Really convenient for simple
meshes
Is part of openFOAM
Does not support complex geome-
tries
Takes time: every parameter have
to be entered manually
snappyHexMesh Usefull for outside meshes (exam-
ple: study the aerodynamic of a
car)
Is part of openFOAM
Difficult to use when the geometry
is complex
Simscale Online and free account for stu-
dents
Really easy to use
Does not allow to modify the pa-
rameters, too automatic
Salome Free program
Multiple options to generate
meshes
Complicate to use, needs time to
learn it
Ansys Icem Useful to create complex meshes
Quite easy to use
Not free
Table 2.1: Advantages and disadvantages of the different mesh programmes
ANSYS ICEM CFD is a popular proprietary software package used for CAD and mesh
generation. The geometry can be imported directly from the STL file downloaded from
Onshape. The mesh created is structured, in order to avoid possible problems. In
a structured mesh, all interior vertices are topologically alike, while unstructured mesh
does not follow a uniform pattern which can cause disturbances with the Courant number
since its cells have not a uniform size. The Courant number (Co) defined as Co = UB∆t∆x ,
is an important parameter in the simulations since it affects to the accuracy and can
imply convergence problems. It can describe the movement of the fluid depending on
its value. When Co ≤ 1 the fluid particles move from one cell to another within one-
time step; otherwise, it moves through two or more cells at each time step and this can
negatively affect the convergence. Consequently, we will work with Co lower than 1 and
since the velocity is a fixed value, an equilibrium between the time step and the cells
should be done. For that, to have a reasonable time step we should avoid too little cells.
The total mesh is composed of 400 000 cells and different blocks which give more flexible
than a single block due to the full control of the mesh grading, using edge meshing, with
high-quality elements. The cell shape can be a triangle or a quadrilater, the choice
depends on the problem and the solver capabilities, in this case, quadrilaters are chosen
since the cell quality was better. In ICEM there is the option to calculate the cell quality
based on the skewness which determines how close to ideal a face or cell is.
Figure 2.4 shows different zooms of the mesh, the inlets and outlet are separated into
five blocks, a quadritaler in the center and in each edge a line splits the circumference
to separate it in four more block, therefore it is easy to control the size of the cells and
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you have more options to modify and vary the mesh. The other zoom corresponds to
one of the crucial parts of the mesh since is the place where the two pipes intercept. In
this part, the cells should converge uniformly without discrepancies to avoid problems
with the simulations.
Figure 2.4: Frontal and lateral close-up view of the mesh
The mesh can be exported as a msh file and then easily converted to OpenFOAM by the
command fluent3DMeshToFoam. This command will create the folder polyMesh inside
constant, which contains the files with all the mesh information.
2.2.3. Fluids characteristics and work regime
The two-phase flow fluids studied in this project are water and air. Both fluids are con-
sidered incompressible and isothermal, at a room temperature of 25oC with a surface
tension at the gas–liquid interface of σ=0.072 N/m. Its standard physical properties
are: ρL = 103 kg/m3, ρG = 1.225 kg/m3, µL = 10−3 Pa·s and µG = 10−5 Pa·s.
The dimensionless numbers that characterize the problem are described in Table 2.2 for
the range of velocities used in the results. The Bond number(Bo) defined as Bo = ρLgφ
2
C
σ
was calculated in [2] with experimental results with the same velocity values as in this
study, and the value was 0.139 so gravitational forces can be neglected (B0 ≤ 0.29 as
studied in [16]). The Weber number is defined as We= ρGU
2
BφC
σ , the Reynolds number
Re = ρLUMφCµL and the Capillary number Ca=
µLUSL
σ . We can see in Table 2.2 that the
We < 2 ([14]) which means that capillary forces overcome inertial forces, the Re < 2300
([15]) so it confirms we are working under a laminar conditions and finally the surface
tensions effects are greater than liquid viscous forces (Ca < 10−2).
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USL[m/s] USG[m/s] Bo We Re Ca
Minimum value 0.318 0.059 0.139 2.7×10−3 377 4.4×10−3
Maximum value 0.531 0.505 0.139 2.9×10−2 1036 7.4×10−3
Table 2.2: Characteristic dimensionless values
2.2.4. Initial conditions
For the inlets, the velocity for each entrance is imposed uniform and normal to the
surface, with its corresponding value.
Alpha defines the fraction of water and air as one when is full of air. Therefore, in the
air inlet, alpha is set to 1, and in the water inlet is set to 0. The gravity value is set
to zero since, as we saw in Table 2.2, the Bond number is small, which means that the
gravitational forces are smaller than the superficial forces, therefore, we can disregard
the gravity. For that, the numerical results are in conditions similar to microgravity.
2.2.5. Boundary conditions
The walls have boundary type no-slip which means that the velocity is zero. This
Dirichlet boundary condition describes that fluid near the boundary “sticks” to the wall,
preventing fluid close to the wall from moving.
The inlets are freestream with its corresponding fluid velocity and the outlet has boundary
type zerogradient, which means that there is no gradient of velocity there.
For the pressure, either the inlets and the walls are zero gradient and the outlet is set
up as a pressure outlet, with a value of 101325 Pa.
2.3. Processing
2.3.1. Parallelization
In order to fasten the computational time, the simulations in OpenFoam run in parallel.
To check how many cores we will use, test with 1, 2, 4, and 8 cores are done. The
clockTime is the parameter to compare the results, the smallest value would be the
best, for that we will do the test with the same conditions for 100 iterations.
Number of cores Clock Time (s)
1 1507
2 880
4 580
8 1707
Table 2.3: ClockTime values for different cores
Table 2.3 presents the results, we can see that when the simulation is done with four
cores the total time is the smaller one. Consequently, the simulations are executed with
four cores.
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2.3.2. Solver: InterFoam
The solver used is interFoam since it deals with multiphase problems. InterFoam is
a two-phase solver for incompressible, isothermal and immiscible fluids using the VOF
(volume of fluid) method.
It solves one momentum equation and one continuity equation which are the same for
the two phases. The physical properties of one fluid are calculated as weighted averages
based on the volume fraction of the two fluids in one cell.
The continuity and momentum equations take the form:
O ·U= 0 (2.1)
d
dt(ρU) +O · (ρUU)−O · (µOU) =−Op−Fs (2.2)
where Fs is the surface tension force that takes place only at the free surfaces.
The density, viscosity and velocity are calculated as:
ρ= αρG+ (1−α)ρL (2.3)
µ= αµG+ (1−α)µL (2.4)
U= αUSG+ (1−α)USL (2.5)
The values of α in a cell should range between 1 and 0. If the cell is completely filled
with gas then α = 1 and if it is filled with liquid then its value should be 0. At the
interface, the value of α is between 0 and 1. The transport of α in time is expressed by
an advection function:
∂α
∂t
+O · (αU) = 0 (2.6)
The surface tension force is calculated as:
Fs = σkOα (2.7)
where k is the mean curvature of the free surface, determined from the expression:
k = O ·
(
Oα
| Oα |
)
(2.8)
2.4. Post-Processing
Once we have the results of the simulations, the post-processing is carried out with the
open-source application Paraview, which allows to visualize the results from OpenFoam.
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In addition, Matlab is used to calculate the different parameters and obtain the graphics.
In Appendix A.3. an explanation of how to use Paraview can be found, and in C the
Matlab codes are presented.
During the simulation, the value of alpha is stored for each time step. It would allow
to calculate the parameters for the convergence tests and also for the results. These
values do not correspond to all the geometry, it corresponds to the average of one slice
normal to the pipe since we do not need to analyse the whole geometry, instead is more
important a location near the outlet, when the bubble is more stable. The function
’faceSource’ was used to save the average of alpha in a determined surface.
In order to calculate the parameters, we fix two monitors into the cross sections located
at 7mm and 8mm in the x-direction. With one monitor we can extract the frequency
of the bubble, its length and alpha. Nevertheless, another monitor is needed in order to
calculate the velocity and the volume of the bubble.
Figure 2.5 shows the post-processing results of alpha as a function of time. From
the graphic, we can extract the bubble period (Ts) and consequently we will have the
frequency. In addition, Tf is the time the bubble needs to cross from the first monitor
to the second, with this, we can obtain the velocity of the bubble.
Figure 2.5: Post-processed results of alpha as a function of time, for USL = 0.531 m/s
and USG = 0.136 m/s.
2.4.1. Bubble frequency
The frequency is easily calculated as the inverse of the period, and the period is the time
between one bubble to the other.
f = 1
Tf
(2.9)
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2.4.2. Bubble velocity
The bubble velocity is defined as:
UB =
d
Ts
(2.10)
using the two monitors we can calculate the velocity as the distance between the monitors
(1 mm) divided by the time needed for the bubble to travel this distance.
2.4.3. Bubble volume
The volume of the bubble is obtained by integrating the alpha over time, between
entering the monitor (Te) and leaving (Tl), and multiplying by its velocity and by the
cross-section area. ∫ Tl
Te
αdT UBA (2.11)
Where the A= piφ2

CHAPTER 3. VALIDATIONS
3.1. Mesh convergence tests
In order to obtain correct results, various tests are done to validate the convergence in
the number of the cells of the mesh for different combinations of velocities. This is an
important process before obtaining the final results to ensure accuracy in the final simu-
lations. The whole procedure consists of multiple simulations, based on the combination
of different meshes (∆x) for various combinations of superficial velocities for the gas
and the liquid. For each simulation, the parameters of the frequency, the longitude and
the velocity of the bubble are calculated to obtain the errors.
Three different meshes will be used: a coarse mesh called Mesh1 with 200 000 cells, the
Mesh2 with 400 000 cells, and the finest one, Mesh3 with 600 000 cells, they were all
created with ICEM. Mesh 3 is used to compare the results due to being the finest one
should produce the bests results. The values of the number of cells for each mesh were
selected based on the study in [2], where similar ∆x were tested and validated.
At first, the idea was also to test the time step with ∆t=2.5× 10−6s, ∆t=5× 10−6s,
and ∆t=10× 10−6s, but we needed to discard it. When executing the simulations
with the smallest time step, it increased a lot the computational time. In addition, the
biggest time step caused the simulation to stop, as a consequence of the Courant num-
ber, which increased its value. Therefore, the time step selected to conduct all the tests
was ∆t=5× 10−6s, also used and validated before in [2], as the others values of ∆ t
that at first we wanted to use.
All the values of velocities and time steps selected in this study have been checked
previously in other researches as in [2, 3]. Therefore, the range of velocities and the
time step used are not randomly created, it has been validated before, and there is also
experimental data to compare with.
Table 3.1 presents the different combinations of superficial liquid and gas velocities that
are studied in the mesh convergence tests.
Combination USL [m/s] USG [m/s]
1 0.160 0.800
2 0.106 0.144
3 0.531 0.136
4 0.531 0.800
5 0.106 0.516
6 0.531 0.505
Table 3.1: Combinations of velocities proposed for the mesh convergence tests
Firstly, the combinations of velocities proposed were 1, 2, 3 and, 4, the objection was that
the combinations 1 and 4 did not converge since the velocity of the air is higher than the
liquid and the bubble generation is complicated. Consequently, two new combinations
with better values were added (5 and 6).
In order to standardise the calculations, the procedure to obtain the values of the pa-
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rameters will be the same. We will simulate until the bubbles converge and therefore,
the frequency, length, and velocity of the bubble will be obtained by the mean of the
last 6 bubbles. To validate these calculations, the standard deviation will be calculated
to see how reliable are the means, by the formula:
σ =
√√√√ 1
n−1
n∑
i=1
(xi− x˜)2
where:
n is the number of bubbles used to calculate the mean (in this case 6).
xi is the value of each bubble.
x˜ is the value of the mean.
The main objective of the convergence tests is to validate a table with four combinations
of velocities (2, 3, 5, and 6). Therefore we will be able to use any combination inside
this ranges with the value of the number of cells and time step tested. Figure 3.1 shows
the graphic with the velocities used.
Figure 3.1: Graphic with the limits of the convergence tests
3.1.1. Combination1
As mentioned before, simulation on this combination without contact angle did not
generate bubbles. For that, different contact angles were tested on Mesh3 to see which
involve better results, and therefore, the convergence tests on the mesh can be made.
The values tested were: 25o,30o, and 40o, these values were selected based on the study
of [3].
Table 3.2 shows the results and standard deviations for the tests with contact angle. The
standard deviation for the contact angle of 30o is the smallest in longitude and velocity
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of the bubble. For the frequency, the standard deviation is smaller in the case of 40o,
but comparing the results, the best combination is for the 30o. Therefore, new tests
with the three meshes were done applying a contact angle of 30o, despite knowing that
the results are not good.
Table 3.3 shows the values of frequency, length, velocity and its difference comparing
to Mesh3. Mesh1 did not generate acceptable and constant bubbles since ∆x is too
large the mesh is not sufficiently accurate to obtain good results with OpenFoam. As
a consequence, the parameters in Matlab cannot be calculated since there is no regular
shape of the bubble to extract the results. The differences between Mesh3 and Mesh2
are too big and cannot be approved. Consequently, this test did not validate Mesh2.
Furthermore, combination 1 is excluded since it does not generate valid results. This is
due to the values of velocities since the liquid velocity is really low compared to the air
velocity it cannot cut the bubble to help its generation. To obtain bubbles the liquid
velocity must be bigger or the combination of both similar, if not, it is really difficult for
the generation.
Figure 3.2 shows a 2D view of the bubble generation. It can be seen that the be-
haviour is unstable, different shape and size of the bubbles, therefore we will not use this
combination to validate the mesh.
Figure 3.2: Bubble generation for USL = 0.160 m/s and USG = 0.8 m/s with a contact
angle of 30o
3.1.2. Combination2
The values of the velocity of the air and the liquid in the combination 2 are quite similar,
besides the liquid velocity is slightly smaller than the air velocity, it makes us expect the
generation of the bubbles without problems.
Table 3.3 shows the values of frequency, length, velocity and its differences comparing to
Mesh3. The differences between the Mesh3 and Mesh2 are less than 7%, the discrepancy
in the length is bigger compared with the one in frequency and velocity, which are less
than 3%. In Figure 3.3 we can see the graphics for the frequency, length and velocity
for the number of bubbles. We can observe that all the values are really constant since
the combination of velocities of the air and the water are quite similar. Furthermore,
the behaviour between the finest and the medium mesh is more similar than with the
one respect to the coarse mesh.
Table 3.4 presents the standard deviations for each mesh. We can clearly validate the
way we proceed with the calculation since the deviations are really small, it can be
neglected. Therefore, observing the values of the differences and the standard deviation,
the Mesh2 can be validated for this combination of velocity.
For the previous tests, the bubbles attach to the walls. Therefore, in order to obtain
rounded bubbles, the boundary condition of the contact angle is applied to see its af-
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Figure 3.3: Graphic of the convergence tests for USL = 0.106 m/s and USG = 0.144
m/s and three different meshes
fectations. Table 3.2 shows the results when applying different contact angles. We can
see that the values are really similar in all the cases because the contact angle for this
combination does not help to detach the bubbles. Therefore, the results are really likely
as in the case with no contact angle. Figure 3.4 perfectly shows the behaviour explained
before and how the contact angle condition does not help on detaching the bubbles from
the walls.
Figure 3.4: Bubble generation at the same moment for USL = 0.160 m/s and USG = 0.8
m/s and contact angles of 10o, 30o, and 90o
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3.1.3. Combination3
Combination3 has the best combination of velocities for the air and the liquid since the
value of the liquid velocity is bigger than the air and the difference between them is not
really large. A problem with Mesh3 appeared in the tests. The results for the Mesh1 and
Mesh2 were correct, but the Mesh3 did not diverge. This was caused by the Courant
number, as the number of cells was bigger and the time step was the same as the other
cases the Courant number did not bear such a big number of cells. In order to solve this
problem, two solutions were possible, reduce the ∆t, not a good solution since it would
reduce the simulation speed and increase the simulation time, or decrease the number
of cells creating a new mesh with 500 000 cells (Mesh4). The option selected was the
second one.
Table 3.3 shows the discrepancies for the combination3. The differences between Mesh4
and Mesh2 are less than 3%. The difference in frequency is smaller for the Mesh1,
but looking in the Figure 3.5, which shows the graphics for the frequency, length and
velocity for the number of bubbles, we can observe that the values in the Mesh2 are
more constant than the ones in Mesh1 and Mesh4. We can also see how the Mesh3
has really different results from the others because of its divergence. The behaviour of
the three meshes is quite similar and constant. For the frequency and velocity, Mesh2
is the one that resembles more to Mesh4, otherwise, in length Mesh1 behave more like
Mesh4. Overall, Mesh2 can be selected as the valid mesh for the results since its values
are really constant and the differences with Mesh4 are insignificant.
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Figure 3.5: Graphic of the convergence tests for USL = 0.531 m/s and USG = 0.136
m/s and three different meshes
Table 3.4 presents the standard deviations for each mesh. We can clearly validate Mesh2
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for this combination of velocities since the values on the deviation are also small. On
the frequency the value is larger since the values of frequency are around 200 and 300,
therefore this does not produce a large difference.
As in combination2, the bubbles attach to the walls, in this case only in the lower wall.
Therefore, tests on the contact angle were also made to see if some improvements are
made. Table 3.2 shows the results for the different contact angles. The most problematic
cases were the angles 0o and 40o since there is more dispersion of air and it was difficult
to calculate the initial and final points of the bubbles in Matlab. For 90o the standard
deviation has the lower values, but in Figure 3.6 we can see the bubbles attaching
to the lower wall, so it is not a good solution. The angles 0o,25, and 30o help the
bubbles to detach from the walls, but we can see that there is also more gas dispersed
(little bubbles). From 40o, bubbles start attaching to the wall again. In conclusion, the
condition of the contact angle is dismissed since it does not produce the desired results
and therefore a new condition should be used.
Figure 3.6: Bubble generation at the same moment for USL = 0.531 m/s and USG =
0.136 m/s for no contact angle condition, and contact angles of 0o, 25o, 30o, 40o, and
90o
3.1.4. Combination4
Test on the combination4 have also been made. As is combination1, without contact
angle the bubble generation is not possible. Therefore, three different contact angles
were tested to see its affectation.
Table 3.2 shows how the results of the different test on the contact angle and we can see
how the values are the same for the 3 angles. This reaffirms that the contact angle has
an strange behaviour and does not work well. For this combination, only the first five
bubbles still have a normal behaviour. Therefore, to calculate the frequency, longitude
and velocity of the bubble in this combination we take the last two bubbles since is not
possible to take six bubbles as in the rest of the cases.
Table 3.3 shows the results for the different meshes applying a contact angle of 25o. The
errors in the mesh with 200 000 cells are really big, and for the mesh with 400 000 cells
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despite being smaller, are not acceptable. Therefore for this combination of velocities,
reliable results cannot be obtained. Figure 3.7 shows the bubble generation with the
mesh of 600 000 cells and the contact angle of 25o. The bubbles attach to the lower
wall and do not have a normal shape.
Figure 3.7: Bubble generation for USL = 0.531 m/s and USG = 0.8 m/s
3.1.5. Combination5
This combination of velocity means to replace the combination 1 decreasing the gas
superficial velocity to obtain better results.
Table 3.3 presents the results of the test for the meshes. As we can see, the differences
between Mesh3 and Mesh2 are less than 2.5%. In addition, Table 3.4 shows the results
of the standard deviation, and the values for the mesh with 400 000 cells are small and
acceptable. Therefore, Mesh 2 is validated for this combination of velocities. In addition,
in Figure 3.8 we can see that the behaviour between Mesh2 and Mesh3 is similar, while
Mesh1 has more fluctuations and differs from the others.
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Figure 3.8: Graphic of the convergence tests for USL = 0.106 m/s and USG = 0.516
m/s and three different meshes
In Figure 3.9, the same behaviour of the bubbles attaching to the walls, as in combination
2 and 3, is presented. Since we saw that the contact angle did not help to detach the
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bubbles from the walls, in this and next combination, tests on the contact angle were
discarded.
Figure 3.9: Bubble generation for USL = 0.106 m/s and USG = 0.516 m/s
3.1.6. Combination6
This combination of velocity means to replace the combination 2 decreasing the gas
superficial velocity, the same solution as in combination5.
Table 3.3 presents the results of the test for the meshes. Mesh2 has bigger differences
than Mesh1 comparing to Mesh3, nevertheless in Figure 3.10 we can see that the values
of frequency, length and velocity are more constant in Mesh2. In addition, Table 3.4 also
confirms that Mesh2 has fewer fluctuations since the values of the standard deviation
are smaller. Therefore, Mesh2 is validated.
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Figure 3.10: Graphic of the convergence tests for for USL = 0.531 m/s and USG = 0.505
m/s and three different meshes
Figure 3.11 shows how the bubbles attach to the lower wall, similar as in combination3.
Figure 3.11: Bubble generation for USL = 0.531 m/s and USG = 0.505 m/s
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Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 present the values of all the tests of contact angle, tests on the
mesh convergence and the values of the standard deviation for this section respectively.
Comparing the values of the standard deviation for the cases 2 and 3 in Table 3.4, where
the gas superficial velocity is quite similar, but the liquid superficial velocity is higher in
the case 3, we can see how the standard deviation is bigger in the last case. Regarding
the USG, if we compare the case 2 and 5, where the USG is bigger in the combination5
otherwise the USL is quite similar, we observe that the standard deviation increases as
well. Therefore, we can conclude that the standard deviation increases when the gas
and liquid superficial velocities increase.
Comb. Contact Angle(o) f [Hz] σf [Hz] LB [mm] σLB [mm] UB [m/s] σUB [m/s]
1
25 97.03 71.05 0.250 0.214 0.014 0.004
30 118.36 51.05 0.496 0.174 0.041 0.001
40 40.14 37.78 0.534 0.256 0.534 0.966
2
10 88.06 0.59 1.807 0.012 0.254 1.807
30 89.27 1.13 1.824 0.013 0.258 0.001
90 88.69 0.61 1.811 0.013 0.256 0.001
3
0 333.24 39.73 1.492 0.342 0.854 0.012
25 469.71 75.19 0.718 0.787 0.499 0.645
30 464.91 74.65 0.185 0.086 0.145 0.044
40 493.93 84.98 1.635 0.508 1.014 0.087
90 291.09 6.39 1.023 0.009 0.719 0.003
4
10 425.72 87.80 1.703 1.704 0.874 0.940
25 425.72 87.80 1.703 1.704 0.874 0.940
40 425.72 87.80 1.703 1.704 0.874 0.940
Table 3.2: Study of the influence of the contact angle boundary condition on three
independent parameters for different combinations of velocities with the Mesh3, in the
combination3 with the Mesh4
3.2. Bubble detachment
The detachment of the bubbles from the wall is crucial in order to obtain reliable results.
Since we saw that the contact angle condition itself does not produce the desired results,
different conditions have been tested in order to see which presents the best results.
Regarding the velocity in the walls, two different boundary conditions have been tested
to see which adapted better: slip and non-slip. Slip condition defines that the velocity
in the walls should be different than 0, and non-slip imposes zero velocity in the walls.
In addition, the condition of wettability is imposed by defining α= 0 in the walls, this is
a crucial condition to avoid the bubbles to attach to the walls.
First, two test were made, one with the slip condition and the other with the no-slip
condition. Table 3.5 shows how the standard deviation for the slip condition is bigger,
in addition analysing the animations in Paraview we could see that the bubbles were not
stable, and they moved from the lower to the upper wall. Therefore, the slip condition
was dismissed.
The condition of no-slip is the one selected, nonetheless it stills needs to add a boundary
layer to the mesh in order to obtain accurate results near the wall since the bubbles scrape
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Comb. Number of cells f [Hz] EF [%] LB [mm] ELB [%] UB [m/s] EUB [%]
1
600 000 106.08 - 6.606 - 0.237 -
400 000 45.25 57.3 31.644 378.9 0.428 80.953
200 000 - - - - - -
2
600 000 90.79 - 1.699 - 0.249 -
400 000 88.91 2.1 1.811 6.6 0.256 2.8
200 000 86.87 4.3 1.833 7.9 0.254 1.9
3
600 000 351.09 - 0.645 - 0.369 -
500 000 286.02 - 1.006 - 0.718 -
400 000 288.31 0.8 1.026 2.1 0.714 0.6
200 000 293.89 2.8 1.012 0.8 0.705 1.9
4
600 000 397.36 - 0.335 - 0.728 -
400 000 373.18 6.1 0.577 41.5 0.228 68.7
200 000 133.19 66.5 67.706 394.1 0.128 82.5
5
600 000 151.79 - 3.491 - 0.612 -
400 000 155.16 2.2 3.455 1 0.615 0.6
200 000 157.65 3.9 3.393 2.8 0.616 0.8
6
600 000 456.84 - 1.744 - 1.067 -
400 000 429.14 6.1 1.635 6.3 1.045 2.1
200 000 434.57 4.9 1.764 1.2 1.097 2.8
Table 3.3: Study of mesh convergence for three meshes and three independent parame-
ters with six different combinations of velocities
Comb. Number of cells σf [Hz] σf σL [mm] σL σUB [m/s] σUB
2
600 000 0.91 0.01 0.015 8,83·10−3 3.639·10−4 1.46·10−3
400 000 0.59 6.64·10−3 0.012 6.63·10−3 0.002 7.81·10−3
200 000 0.58 6.68·10−3 0.016 8.73·10−3 7.310·10−4 2.88·10−3
3
600 000 73.02 0.208 0.612 0.949 0.197 0.534
500 000 7.72 0.027 0.012 0.012 0.006 8.36·10−3
400 000 8.20 0.028 0.011 0.011 0.002 2.8·10−3
200 000 9.88 0.034 0.023 0.023 0.005 7.09·10−3
5
600 000 2.18 0.014 0.062 0.018 0.002 3.27·10−3
400 000 2.87 0.019 0.059 0.017 0.001 1.63·10−3
200 000 6.31 0.040 0.147 0.043 0.003 4.87·10−3
6
600 000 33.67 0.074 0.169 0.097 0.013 1.22·10−3
400 000 8.51 0.019 0.096 0.059 0.013 1.24·10−3
200 000 13.04 0.030 0.147 0.083 0.087 7.93·10−3
Table 3.4: Study of the standard deviation for three meshes and three independent
parameters with six different combinations of velocities
the upper wall. Different boundary layers have been created to see which presents best
results. Case1 is created by adding boundary layers and deleting cells in the center to
avoid a mesh with more than 500 000 cells. The problem was that is was too coarse.
Therefore, Case2 was created with more boundary layers, and the results were better.
In the animations, the contour can still be seen unfocused, but the results are good.
In order to try to refine this boundary, a new Case3 was created with more cells in the
center, but since this increased a lot the total number of cells, the number of boundary
layers were decreased.
Table 3.5 shows the results for the different boundary layers. Case2 has the smallest
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standard deviations, which means fewer fluctuations, so the bubbles are more constant.
f [Hz] σf [Hz] L [mm] σL [mm] UB [m/s] σUB [m/s]
Slip 409.55 136.41 0.892 0.438 0.845 0.161
NoSlip 335.67 130.99 0.229 0.095 0.089 0.010
Case1 309.94 126.19 1.087 0.108 0.783 0.022
Case2 357.48 26.76 1.023 0.033 0.837 0.016
Case3 312.45 118.36 1.019 0.089 0.793 0.046
Table 3.5: Study of different conditions and three independent parameters for USL =
0.531 m/s and USG = 0.136 m/s
In Figure 3.12 we can see a caption with all the case and the most similar to the
experimental data is clearly the Case2.
Figure 3.12: Bubble generation at the same moment for experimental data, slip condi-
tion, no-slip condition, Case1, Case2, and Case3
Consequently, the best case is with the boundary conditions of no-slip, wettability on
the walls and using boundary layer as Case2. This will be the conditions used for the
final simulations in the Results section.
3.2.1. Contact angle
The contact angle is the angle between a liquid-vapor interface and a solid surface. It
quantifies the wettability of a solid surface. A given system of solid, liquid, and vapor
at a given temperature and pressure has a unique equilibrium contact angle. However,
since we do not know which contact angle has in reality this problem, we should try
different values to see which match better the experimental results. For contact angles
greater than or equal to 90 o it is said that the adhesive does not wet the substrate, it
does not generate any adhesion between the adhesive and the substrate; if the contact
angle is below 90 degrees we say that the adhesive wets the substrate causing adhesion
between both materials.
Figure 3.13 shows how the angle is defined in OpenFoam. The angle normally is defined
by the other side, for that when defining the value in OpenFoam it should be 180-the
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value you want. In Appendix A.1.4. an explanation of how to define this condition in
OpenFoam is described.
Figure 3.13: Contact angle definition in OpenFoam
The contact angle boundary condition has also been tested in addition to the wettability
condition in order to see if then the results improve. Three different values have been
applied to see the variations: 0o, 45o, and 90o. Table 3.6 shows the results of frequency,
longitude, velocity and volume for the different contact angles with the case selected in
the previous section. We can see that when we apply the contact angle condition the
results are the same for the all the values. This happened before in the combination2.
In addition, it also shows the results of the standard deviation, and the values are really
similar when applying contact angle and when we do no apply it.
Consequently, the test in the Results section are carried out without applying contact
angle, since we cannot see a clearly difference in Figure 3.14 and also the values of
frequency, length, velocity and volume of the bubble does not became better. In conclu-
sion, we have not been able to understand how the contact angle works in OpenFOAM,
further work on this subject is required.
Contact angle f
[Hz]
σf
[Hz]
LB
[mm]
σLB
[mm]
UB
[m/s]
σUB
[m/s]
VB
[10−9m3]
σVB
[10−9m3]
No angle 357.80 37.51 1.024 0.011 0.836 0.007 7.764 0.191
0o 342.69 37.26 1.029 0.026 0.836 0.006 7.712 0.350
45o 342.69 37.26 1.029 0.026 0.836 0.006 7.712 0.350
90o 342.69 37.26 1.029 0.026 0.836 0.006 7.712 0.350
Table 3.6: Study of the influence of the contact angle boundary condition on three
independent parameters and its standard deviations for USL = 0.531 m/s and USG =
0.136 m/s
Figure 3.14: Bubble generation at the same moment for no contact angle condition, and
contact angles of 0o, 45o, and 90o
CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, an analysis and discussion of the results is done. Numerical simulations
are compared with experimental data, for a total of 13 tests. The bubble frequency,
velocity, volume and length are the parameters used to validate the results. We will use
three different groups of velocities, each group with the same liquid velocity to study
how the gas superficial velocity affects the parameters. These velocities are not selected
randomly, the combinations have been tested before, and the experimental data we use
to compare with our results have exactly the same values of liquid and gas velocity.
All simulations are carried out with a mesh of 400 000 cells, ∆t=5×10−6s, no-slip and
wettability condition, and without applying the contact angle condition, as explained in
Section 3. Tables B.1 and B.2 in Appendix show all the combinations of velocities and
its results.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the bubble generation comparative between experiments and
simulations. The first two columns correspond to USL=0.106 m/s (ref 1 to 3, see Table
B.1, from above to below), the group below corresponds to USL=0.318 m/s (ref 4-8) and
the last group corresponds to USL=0.531 m/s (ref 9-13). We can see that depending on
the liquid and gas superficial velocities, the bubble shape changes , being more rounded
when the velocity of the liquid is higher than the gas. In addition, when the liquid
superficial increases, the bubble frequency increases and more bubbles are generated, as
we can see in the group with USL=0.531 m/s. When the gas superficial increases the
bubble length also increases and the bubble does not fit in the capillary, which causes
the large shape of the bubble. When both liquid and gas superficial velocities are slow,
as in the case of USL=0.106 m/s (Figure 4.1), the differences between the three cases
are almost imperceptible.
In general, the bubble generation between experiments and simulations is really similar,
bubbles were generated with high regularity and small size dispersion in the experiments.
In order to see how regular are the simulations, the calculation of the normalized standard
deviation of the frequency, which is defined as the division between the standard deviation
and the frequency, is done and presented in Table B.1. If the value is similar or inferior
to 1×10−2 then we can say that the generation is regular, otherwise, it is not. There
are some simulations where the generation is not regular, such as in combination 9,
and in the case of combination 10 is on the limit. Overall, the numerical tests present
regularity in the generation and small size dispersion of the bubble. Moreover, the error
bars are added in the Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 in order to see how accurate are the
calculations of the parameters, as well as, adds precision to the results.
Figure 4.1: Bubble generation comparison between experimental results (1st column)
and simulations (2nd column) for the combinations from 1 to 3 (from top to bottom of
the figure)
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Figure 4.2: Bubble generation comparison between experimental results (1st and 3rd
columns) and simulations (2nd and 4th columns) for the combinations from 4 to 13.
USG increases when lowering in the figure, and USL increases while going to the right.
4.1. Bubble frequency
The bubble frequency has been studied for different liquid superficial velocities, focusing
on the evolution when increasing the gas superficial velocity. Figure 4.3 shows the
results, empty symbols correspond to experimental data and solid symbols to numerical
simulations. We can see two different behaviours for the frequency depending on the gas
superficial velocity as [2] explained before. For very low gas flow rate values, it follows
a linear tendency that progressively curves until arriving a saturation value.
This behaviour is also reproduced in the graphic, continuous lines correspond to experi-
mental data and discontinuous lines with simulated data, characterised by [2] as:
f = fsat(1− e
−a0
fsat
USG) (4.1)
Where a0 is the initial slope of the linear regime and fsat is the saturation frequency, these
values are presented in Table 4.1 for experimental and simulated data. For the cases with
USL=0.106, 0.318 m/s, the values of a0 and fsat for experiments and simulations are of
the same order of magnitude but larger for the simulations. In the case of USL=0.531
m/s, the simulations do not follow the same behaviour due to the divergence of the last
two points.
USL[m/s]
Experiments Simulations
a0[m−1] fsat[1/s] a0[m−1] fsat[1/s]
0.106 675 97.51 417.3 108.9
0.318 859.9 270.8 1118 529.8
0.531 1467 1151 5088 479.5
Table 4.1: Values of a0 and fsat obtained when fitting the experimental and numerical
data by using Eq. 4.1
Numerical data follows the same behaviour as experimental data but quantitatively big-
ger. The errors oscillate between 1.1% and 141.2%, with an average of 48.1% and a
standard deviation from 3.3 Hz to 88.5 Hz. We are conscious that these errors are too
large quantitatively, for that, future work is necessary in order to obtain the appropriate
boundary conditions and achieve better results. Nonetheless, qualitatively it agrees with
experimental data.
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There appear big discrepancies in the cases of USL=0.531 m/s and USG=0.352, and
0.505 m/s where the frequency does not follow the expected behaviour. These simula-
tions should be dismissed since they are not credible, but we did not find out what is the
cause of the discrepancies, therefore, more future work is necessary. Different to the rest
of combinations, the case of USG= 0.352 m/s presented numerous fluctuations in the
frequency during the bubble generation and depending on how many bubbles we take
to calculate the statistic the values changed crucially. To obtain the value of frequency
we took the first 16 bubbles and calculate the mean of the last six, this was the case
with fewer fluctuations, if we take 30, 60 or 100 bubbles the standard deviation increases
considerably.
We can see that as the liquid superficial velocity increases, the frequency increases too,
simulations with USL=0.531 m/s (squares) have bigger values than the other groups.
In addition, the standard deviation becomes also bigger, that the liquid superficial ve-
locity makes the frequency less stable, with more fluctuations. When increasing the gas
superficial velocities, the frequency also increases.
In addition, the standard deviation also becomes larger, so we could say that the liquid
superficial velocity can cause instabilities to the frequency, more fluctuations. Although
the fluctuations are not only related to the standard deviation, but also depend on the
relationship between the standard deviation and the average value of the frequency.
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Figure 4.3: Bubble frequency as a function of the superficial gas velocity for three
different liquid superficial velocity. Continuous lines correspond to the experimental
fittings and discontinuous lines to the simulation fittings.
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4.2. Bubble volume
To study the bubble volume it has been adimensionalize with the cross-section area and
the capillary diameter. Figure 4.4 shows the graphic of the dimensionless volume as a
function of USG/fφc which is obtained by normalising the expression QG = VBf with
the cross-section area times the capillary diameter to obtain a non-dimensional expres-
sion of the bubble volume, explained in [2].
The function y=x is also plotted as a theoretical prediction in order to see if the results fit
this prediction. We can see how simulated and experimental values follows the linear be-
haviour and are really similar qualitatively, increasing the bubble volume when increasing
the gas superficial velocity. The bubble volume in the simulations with USL=0.318 m/s
and 0.531 m/s is smaller than the experiments due to the larger values in the frequency,
which causes the volume of the bubble to be smaller. For the case of USL=0.106 m/s
depends on the combination.
The standard deviation for the simulations goes from 0.012 to 0.343×10−9 m3, and in
Table B.1 we can observe the normalized value of the standard deviation for the volume,
where most of the cases are inside the range of regularity despite some cases such as
combinations 6, 8,and 9. The errors between experimental and simulated data move
from 0.3% to 48.3% with an average of 30.1%. The values of volume for the com-
binations with USL=0.106 m/s are almost equal for experiments and simulations, but
since the frequency is quite smaller in the simulations, we can see in the graphic how the
simulated points are diverted to the right. In addition, there is a point which corresponds
to the combination USL= 0.318 m/s and USG= 0.267 m/s that moves away from the
linear characterisation.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized bubble volume as a function of USGf∗φC for three different liquidsuperficial velocity
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4.3. Bubble velocity
The bubble velocity must be proportional to the mixture velocity (UM ), as the drift-flux
model [19] predicts for cases under non-dominant gravitational forces, so it can be char-
acterised as UB =C0UM , where C0 is the void fraction distribution coefficient, explained
in [2]. Figure 4.5 shows the bubble velocity as a function of the mixture velocity. It
also illustrates the linear tendency for experimental (continuous lines) and for simulated
(dashed lines) data where the value of C0 has been calculated and the results are 1.13
and 1.168 respectively. The difference is only 3.4%, proving that simulations and the
experiments are really similar qualitatively, as well as they follow perfectly the linear be-
haviour. Since the values of C0 are greater than one it means that bubbles move faster
than the mixture superficial velocity, and they are coherent with the values reported in
[2].
The standard deviation is almost negligible, as we can see in the figure that the error
bar is really short, with a minimum of 0.004 m/s and a maximum of 0.043 m/s. More-
over, in Table B.2, we can see the normalized value of the standard deviation, where all
the cases are around 1×10−2, which means that are regular. Regarding the errors, the
average is 8.8% with values between 2.6% and 20.8%. In the case with the larger liquid
superficial velocity USL=0.531 m/s, the velocity in the simulations is always bigger than
the experiments. Otherwise, when USL=0.106 m/s and USL=0.318 m/s the values are
smaller.
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Figure 4.5: Bubble velocity as a function of the mixture superficial velocity for three
different liquid superficial velocity. Continuous line corresponds to the experimental
fitting and discontinuous line to the simulation fitting.
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4.4. Bubble length
The bubble length can be considered as the gas displacement during the time needed
for a bubble to be generated since the bubbles occupied nearly all the capillary the
gas displacement can be assumed as the gas superficial velocity. Therefore, this length
normalized with the capillary diameter is L∗ = USGf φc . In Figure 4.6 the bubble length
has been normalised with the capillary diameter and plotted as a function of USGf φc . The
function used to fit the data, predicted by [3], is:
L= C1 +C2USG
fφC
(4.2)
Where the fitting constants C1 and C2 have been calculated from experimental and
simulated data, and the results are: C1=0.34, C2=1.2 (experiments, continuous line)
and C1=0.54, C2=1.107 (simulations, dashed line). We can see in Figure 4.6 that the
two fittings are really similar, as well as, simulations and experiments have similar be-
haviour, the bubble length increases when increasing the bubble velocity. Simulations
with smaller liquid superficial velocity have bigger values of longitude because the fre-
quency is smaller, we have seen this before in Figure 4.1.
The errors have a minimum value of 0.5% and a maximum of 47.1%, with an average of
22.7%. The standard deviation varies between 0.018 mm and 0.526 mm, which is totally
acceptable. In addition, the same as in the case of the bubble velocity, for the longitude,
the normalized values of the standard deviation, presented in Table B.2, follows the
regular tendency.
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Figure 4.6: Normalized bubble length as a function of USGf∗φC for three different liquidsuperficial velocity. Continuous line corresponds to the experimental fittings and discon-
tinuous line to the simulation fitting.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the study of the bubble generation process in a capillary T-junction
under a microgravity environment. The mixture is composed of air and water, and
OpenFOAM v2.0 is the CFD program used to perform the simulations. Numerical results
are compared with experimental data, with both cases following the same conditions.
First of all, validations on the mesh were done to assure accuracy in the results, as
well as, a selection of the best boundary conditions to avoid the bubbles attach to the
walls. This process is critical to obtain reliable and coherent results. We obtained that
the mesh with 400 000 cells was suitable to perform the simulations, due to its small
fluctuations and similarity to a finer mesh. The wettability condition was selected to
detach the bubbles from the walls, in addition to adding boundary layers to the mesh
in order to obtain more precision near the walls. The contact angle condition was also
analysed but the results were not satisfactory, leading to confusion on how does this
condition works in OpenFOAM.
After the validations were made, the final simulations were carried out for 13 different
combinations of gas and liquid superficial velocities, inside the range previously tested
and with the same values as the experimental data. The parameters used to compare
and analyse were the bubble frequency, volume, velocity, and length. Theoretical fit-
tings were also added to the study. We obtained that simulations and experiments are
really similarly qualitatively, with some differences quantitatively, most of them in the
frequency. In order to improve the results, further research is needed in order to obtain
the best boundary conditions, as well as, understand the behaviour of the contact an-
gle in OpenFOAM, to lead into better results and avoid the discrepancies encountered
in this study. Nevertheless, our results can be acceptable since the behaviour follows
the expectations. There are only two combinations of velocities USL=0.531 m/s and
USG=0.352, 0.505 m/s that diverge from the expected behaviour in the frequency, as
it can be seen in Figure 4.3, but overall, the results in the other parameters such as the
velocity, longitude, and volume are correct. In addition, numerical simulations satisfac-
torily reproduced the formation of bubbles, as Figures 4.1 and 4.2 demonstrate, both in
the stabilised shape and in the evolution of shape during its formation. We also observe
the direct relationship between all the studied parameters, there is a physical connection
which leads to a dependence.
In summary, by analysing all the data, we deduced that there is no regular pattern to
say which combinations of velocities are the best, since depending on the parameter
studying one combination is better than the other. Focusing on the normalized stan-
dard deviation of the bubble frequency, volume, velocity, and longitude, which defines
if the parameter is regular or not, we can see that most of the simulations are regular.
Nevertheless, it does not follow a rule of how the liquid and gas superficial velocities
affect the normalized standard deviation, it changes randomly, but always maintaining
the same order, there are no critical changes, in exception of the combination 9.
As a future work, an extensive study of the contact angle condition should be done to
understand its behaviour and further improve the results. In addition, if new simulations
with a lower time step and a fine mesh are performed, the values would be more precise
and results will match better the experiments, which cannot be applied in this study due
to the long time requirement.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A. OPENFOAM
The last version of OpenFOAM can be downloaded for Windows and Mac from [7], with
all the steps explaining the installation. Some interesting video tutorials to start learning
how to use OpenFOAM can be fount at [17, 18].
A.1. Case file
A description of how to start an OpenFOAM case is explained here, including all the
folders. At the beginning of every file there, is a brief description of the version of
OpenFOAM, the format and the parameter of the file.
A.1.1. 0 folder
Inside 0 folder we have: alpha (Figure A.1), p rgh (Figure A.2) and u (Figure A.3).
All files inside 0 folder have the same format, first dimensions defines the dimensions
in a vector as [kg, m, s, K, mol, A, cd], for example m2s−2 would be [0 2 -2 0 0 0 0].
Then the internalField defines the initial value of the internal fluid, and boundaryField
describes the boundary conditions of each surface of the geometry, in this case the
geometry is divided in inlet1 (air entrance), inlet2 (water entrance), outlet (exit), walls1
(horizontal pipe), and walls2 (vertical pipe). A list and explanation of the possible
boundary conditions are available at [8].
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Figure A.1: Alpha file
Figure A.2: Pressure file
Figure A.3: Velocity file
A.1.2. Constant folder
In transportProperties, as we can see in Figure A.4, first in phases you write the name
of the different phases being, in first place the one that is defined as α= 1, in this case
the air. Then the transportModel (Figure A.4) is defined, in our case the fluids are
Newtonian, the dynamic viscosity as nu and the density rho of each fluid. In addition,
the value of the surface tension between the two fluids is defined as sigma.
TheturbulenceProperties (Figure A.5) just describes the turbulence model in simula-
tionType, in this case we are in laminar conditions.
The g file (Figure A.6) only defines the scalar value of the gravity, since we work under
microgravity conditions we can assume the value as 0.
Inside constant folder there is also the polymesh folder which contains the mesh de-
scription, since this folder is automatically create by OpenFOAM I did not add here the
different files.
Figure A.4: TransportProperties file
Figure A.5: TurbulenceProperties file
Figure A.6: Gravity file
A.1.3. System folder
In controlDict(Figure A.7) different options related to the time control, data writing
and other settings are available.
In application you define the solver you want to use to simulate, the startFrom controls
the start time of the simulation with the different options: firstTime earliest time step
from the set of time directories, startTime time specified by the startTime keyword entry,
latestTime most recent time step from the set of time directories. The stopAt controls
the end time of the simulation with the options: endTime time specified by the endTime
keyword entry, writeNow stops simulation on completion of current time step and writes
data, noWriteNow stops simulation on completion of current time step and does not
write out data, and nextWrite stops simulation on completion of next scheduled write
time, specified by writeControl. DeltaT is the time step of the simulation in seconds
(all the times are in seconds).
WriteControl controls the timing of writing the output to file with the options: timeStep
writes data every writeInterval time steps, runTime writes data every writeInterval sec-
onds of simulated time, adjustableRunTim writes data every writeInterval seconds of
simulated time, adjusting the time steps to coincide with the writeInterval if necessary
(used in cases with automatic time step adjustment), cpuTime writes data every writeIn-
terval seconds of CPU time, and clockTime writes data out every writeInterval seconds
of real time.
PurgeWrite is the integer representing a limit on the number of time directories that are
stored by overwriting time directories on a cyclic basis. For example, if the simulation
starts at t=5s and ∆t=1s, then with purgeWrite 2; data is first written into 2 directories,
6 and 7, then when 8 is written, 6 is deleted, and so on so that only 2 new results
directories exists at any time. To disable the purging as in this case by default, purgeWrite
0.
WriteFormat specifies the format of the data files as ascii by default which means ASCII
format, written to writePrecision significant figures, and binary for binary format.
The writeCompression can be on/off to specify whether files are compressed with gzip
when written. TimeFormat and timePrecision allow you to choose the format of the
naming of the time directories, more information at [9]. The runTimeModifiable let you
modify the controlDict parameters while running the simulation and it can be yes/no.
The adjustTimeStep will vary the timeStep value while the simulation is running in order
to have always a Courant number below the maxCo defined, and it can be defined as
yes/no.
In this case, the function faceSource was added in order to save the value of alpha every
time step, there are two functions since we want to save this value in two sections: at
x=7mm and x=8mm as explained in 2.4.. This function lets you save the value of the
parameter defined in fields. The outputControl defines when to save this data, if you
put timeStep it will save every time step or if you put outputInterval you can define this
time. In operation, the mathematical operation of the value you want to save is defined,
in this case we save the average of alpha in the surface defined at sampledSurfaceDict.
In decomposeParDict (Figure A.8) you define the way of decomposing the files if you
run the simulations in parallel only. In numberOfSubdomains you define the number of
cores and in method, the method followed, in this case, the simple, more information
about the other cases at [10].
The setFields (Figure A.9) file is used when you want to define a volume inside your
geometry with some characteristic fields. In this case, an air volume is defined at the
entrance of the inlet1 in order to help to initialise this problem. At defaultFieldsValues
you define the value of the field outside of the volume created. In regions you define
the new volume since the geometry is a pipe, we need a cylinder so the region is cylin-
derToCell. The points p1 and p2 define the center of the initial and final circumference
of the cylinder. In addition, the radius is also defined and in fieldValues you define the
value of the field inside this volume. All the values are in meters.
In fvSchemes (Figure A.10) dictionary, the numerical schemes for terms, such as deriva-
tives in equations, that are calculated during a simulation is set. The first and second
time derivatives are defined in ddtSchemes, the gradient in gradSchemes, the diver-
gence in divSchemes, the Laplacian in laplacianSchemes, the cell to face interpolations
of values in interpolationSchemes, the component of gradient normal to a cell face in
snGradSchemes, and in fluxRequired you can define the fields which require the gener-
ation of a flux, more information at [11].
The fvSolution (Figure A.11)controls the equation solvers, tolerances, and algorithms.
In solvers, the solver for each field is defined. PIMPLE is the algorithm used in this study,
and the relaxationFactors controls under-relaxation, a technique used for improving the
stability of a computation, which works by limiting the amount which a variable changes
from one iteration to the next, more information at [12].

Figure A.7: ControlDict file
Figure A.8: Decompose file
Figure A.9: SetFields file
Figure A.10: FvSchemes file

Figure A.11: FvSolutions file
A.1.4. Contact angle
The contact angle boundary condition can be defined in the alpha file with the condition
constantContactAngle. Figure A.12 shows the alpha file with this condition. Theta0
corresponds to the value of the contact angle, in openFOAM we should define as 180-
value since is defined in the inverse way.
Figure A.12: Example of alpha with the condition of contact angle
A.2. Start a simulation
Once the case file is created you can start the simulation. First open OpenFOAM and
enter into the case file. The command to start the simulation is that easy as writing the
name of the solver, for example interFoam. In this case, since we use setFieldsDict and
we run in parallel we need to write more commands. The order is the following:
• setFields ⇒ to initialise the setFieldsDict and create the volume.
• decomposePar ⇒ to initialise decomposeParDict to decompse the case to run
in parallel. This command created various folders (as much as cores you have)
named processor1,2,3... and when the simulation is running it will save the results
splitted inside.
• nohup mpirun -np 4 interFoam -parallel>std.txt & ⇒ the nohup command
means that you can close the window of the simulation since the simulation will
be saved at std.txt. The mpirun defines the way to run in parallel, -np 4 is the
number of cores, and interFoam the solver.
• reconstructPar ⇒ this command is used when the simulation finishes to recon-
struct the decomposed folders.
A.3. Post-Processing in Paraview
Paraview can be downloaded from [13].
To see the results in Paraview you need to create inside the case folder a blank file with
the extension .foam. In Paraview you need to open this file and if you did not reconstruct
the case you should select the option Decomposed case, otherwise Reconstructed case.
In Figure A.13 there is a view of the program, you can control the time step you want
to see, you can split the geometry to see the behaviour inside, change the field you want
to see, save the animation, etc.
Figure A.13: View and instructions of Paraview

APPENDIX B. RESULTS TABLES
Ref USL[m/s]
USG
[m/s]
fexp
[Hz]
fsimu
[Hz]
Ef
[%]
σf
[Hz] σf
Vexp
[10−9m3]
Vsimu
[10−9m3]
EV
[%]
σV
[10−9m3]
σVB
1 0.106 0.276 83.49 71.43 14.4 3.34 0.047 2.596 2.821 -8.7 0.213 0.076
2 0.106 0.363 88.89 81.32 8.5 4.50 0.055 3.206 3.215 -0.2 0.230 0.071
3 0.106 0.516 95.10 94.04 1.1 7.38 0.078 4.260 3.869 9.2 0.343 0.089
4 0.318 0.059 41.81 62.82 -50.3 3.67 0.058 1.118 0.707 36.7 0.043 0.060
5 0.318 0.144 103.72 155.94 -50.3 8.06 0.052 1.093 0.686 37.2 0.047 0.068
6 0.318 0.267 147.78 204.19 -38.1 14.16 0.069 1.422 0.776 45.46 0.078 0.101
7 0.318 0.359 191.93 291.03 -51.6 8.21 0.028 1.483 0.902 39.2 0.080 0.089
8 0.318 0.509 214.43 349.89 -63,2 27,31 0.078 1,867 1,107 40.7 0.120 0.108
9 0.531 0.051 73.28 176.73 -141.2 88,.55 0.501 0.552 0.285 48.3 0.035 0.124
10 0.531 0.136 185.83 360.09 -93.8 33.95 0.094 0.575 0.309 46.2 0.019 0.061
11 0.531 0.259 339.83 621.09 -82.8 14.97 0.024 0.599 0.344 42.6 0.012 0.035
12 0.531 0.352 427.63 393.99 7.87 20.77 0.053 0.648 0.702 -8.2 0.053 0.076
13 0.531 0.505 545.18 424.26 22.2 10.95 0.026 0.729 0.939 -28.7 0.046 0.049
Table B.1: Results and comparison of the bubble frequency and volume between exper-
iments and simulations
Ref USL[m/s]
USG
[m/s]
UBexp
[m/s]
UBsimu
[m/s]
EUB
[%]
σUB
[m/s] σUB
LBexp
[mm]
LBsimu
[mm]
ELB
[%]
σLB
[mm]
σLB
1 0.106 0.276 0.415 0.404 2.6 0.009 0.023 4.269 4.635 -8.6 0.340 0.073
2 0.106 0.363 0.521 0.500 4.1 0.005 0.011 5.035 5.350 -6.2 0.302 0.056
3 0.106 0.516 0.713 0.685 3.9 0.021 0.031 6.740 6.710 0.5 0.526 0.078
4 0.318 0.059 0.350 0.396 -12.9 0.015 0.037 2.120 1.514 28.6 0.079 0.052
5 0.318 0.144 0.514 0.491 4.4 0.005 0.009 2.080 1.508 27.5 0.075 0.049
6 0.318 0.267 0.684 0.578 15.53 0.004 0.006 2.538 1.680 33.8 0.126 0.074
7 0.318 0.359 0.807 0.757 6.2 0.007 0.009 3.000 1.946 35.1 0.132 0.068
8 0.318 0.509 1.000 0.970 2.9 0.015 0.015 3.444 2.388 30.7 0.211 0.088
9 0.531 0.051 0.602 0.727 -20.8 0.020 0.028 0.961 0.982 -2.1 0.034 0.035
10 0.531 0.136 0.730 0.843 -15.5 0.014 0.017 1.240 1.025 17.4 0.018 0.017
11 0.531 0.259 0.869 0.977 -12.3 0.014 0.014 1.370 1.070 21.9 0.019 0.018
12 0.531 0.352 0.960 1.046 -8.9 0.026 0.025 1.321 1.788 -35.3 0.118 0.066
13 0.531 0.505 1.241 1.297 -4.5 0.043 0.033 1.592 2.342 -47.1 0.093 0.039
Table B.2: Results and comparison of the bubble velocity and longitude between exper-
iments and simulations
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APPENDIX C. MATLAB CODES
C.1. Validations scripts
The Matlab script used to calculate the frequency, length, and velocity of the bubbles
from the alpha files saved by OpenFOAM, for the Validations section 3, is presented
here. This code was developed by Isaac Hernandez in [6], we added the calculation of
the standard deviation.
1 c l o s e a l l ;
2 c l e a r a l l ;
3
4 %% Analys is of the data in surface x=8mm
5 l o a d s u r f m o n 8 . dat
6 r e f=s u r f m o n 8 ;
7
8 a r e a=p i ∗ ( ( 1 e−3) /2) ˆ 2 ; % Area of 1mm circumference
9 a i r r e f = r e f ( : , 2 ) ; % Air volume f r a c t i o n
10 w r e f = 1− a i r r e f ; % Water volume f r a c t i o n
11 t r e f=r e f ( : , 1 ) ; %Time
12
13 % Find the i n i t i a l and f i n a l points of every bubble :
14 i =1;
15 k =1;
16 i n i t =t r u e ;
17 v a l o r =0.0015; %minimum value of alpha cons ider ing a bubble
18 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( a i r r e f ) )
19 done=f a l s e ;
20 i f ( a i r r e f ( i )>=v a l o r&&i n i t==t r u e )
21 p o i n t s ( k )=i ;
22 k=k +1;
23 i n i t =f a l s e ;
24 done=t r u e ;
25 end
26 i f ( a i r r e f ( i )<=v a l o r&&i n i t==f a l s e&&done==f a l s e )
27 p o i n t s ( k )=i ;
28 k=k +1;
29 i n i t =t r u e ;
30 end
31 i=i +1;
32 end
33
34 % Remove odd numbers :
35 i f ( rem ( l e n g t h ( p o i n t s ) , 2 )==1)
36 p o i n t s ( k−1) = [ ] ;
37 end
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38
39 % Separation between i n i t i a l and f i n a l points :
40 i =1;
41 k =1;
42 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( p o i n t s ) )
43 i p o i n t s ( k )=p o i n t s ( i ) ;
44 i=i +1;
45 f p o i n t s ( k )=p o i n t s ( i ) ;
46 i=i +1;
47 k=k +1;
48 end
49
50 % Bubble area :
51 i =1;
52 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s ) )
53 a ( i )=t r a p z ( t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) : f p o i n t s ( i ) ) , a i r r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i )
: f p o i n t s ( i ) ) ) ;
54 av ( i )=a ( i )∗ a r e a ;
55 i=i +1;
56 end
57
58 % Remove l i t t l e bubbles ( s imulat ion e r r o r s ) :
59 i =1;
60 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( av ) )
61 i f ( av ( i )<=10e−11)
62 f p o i n t s ( i ) = [ ] ;
63 i p o i n t s ( i ) = [ ] ;
64 av ( i ) = [ ] ;
65 a ( i ) = [ ] ;
66 i=i −1;
67 end
68 i=i +1;
69 end
70
71 % Bubble frequency :
72 i =1;
73 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s )−1)
74 p e r i o d e ( i )=t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i +1) )− t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) ) ;
75 f i ( i )=1/ p e r i o d e ( i ) ;
76 i=i +1;
77 end
78
79 %% Analys is of the data in surface x=7mm
80
81 l o a d s u r f m o n 7 . dat
82 r e f 7=s u r f m o n 7 ;
83 a i r r e f 7=r e f 7 ( : , 2 ) ; %Air volume f r a c t i o n
84 w r e f 7 = 1− a i r r e f 7 ; %Water volume f r a c t i o n
85 t r e f 7=r e f 7 ( : , 1 ) ; %Time
86
87 % Find the i n i t i a l and f i n a l points of every bubble :
88 i =1;
89 k =1;
90 i n i t =t r u e ;
91 v a l o r =0.0015;
92 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( a i r r e f 7 ) )
93 done=f a l s e ;
94 i f ( a i r r e f 7 ( i )>=v a l o r&&i n i t==t r u e )
95 p o i n t s 7 ( k )=i ;
96 k=k +1;
97 i n i t =f a l s e ;
98 done=t r u e ;
99 end
100 i f ( a i r r e f 7 ( i )<=v a l o r&&i n i t==f a l s e&&done==f a l s e )
101 p o i n t s 7 ( k )=i ;
102 k=k +1;
103 i n i t =t r u e ;
104 end
105 i=i +1;
106 end
107
108 % Remove odd numbers :
109 i f ( rem ( l e n g t h ( p o i n t s 7 ) , 2 )==1)
110 p o i n t s 7 ( k−1) = [ ] ;
111 end
112
113 % Separation between i n i t i a l and f i n a l points :
114 i =1;
115 k =1;
116 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( p o i n t s 7 ) )
117 i p o i n t s 7 ( k )=p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ; %I n i t i a l point
118 i=i +1;
119 f p o i n t s 7 ( k )=p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ; %Fina l point
120 i=i +1;
121 k=k +1;
122 end
123
124 % Bubble area :
125 i =1;
126 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s 7 ) )
127 a7 ( i )=t r a p z ( t r e f 7 ( i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) : f p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ) , a i r r e f 7 (
i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) : f p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ) ) ;
128 av7 ( i )=a7 ( i )∗ a r e a ;
129 i=i +1;
130 end
131
132 % Remove l i t t l e bubbles ( s imulat ion e r r o r s ) :
133 i =1;
134 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( av7 ) )
135 i f ( av7 ( i )<=10e−11)
136 f p o i n t s 7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
137 i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
138 av7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
139 a7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
140 i=i −1;
141 end
142 i=i +1;
143 end
144
145 %% Parameter c a l c u l a t i o n s
146
147 % Bubbles v e l o c i t y :
148 i =1;
149 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s 7 )
150 tbetween ( i )=t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) )− t r e f 7 ( i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ) ;
151 i f ( tbetween ( i )<0)
152 tbetween ( i )=t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i +1) )− t r e f 7 ( i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ) ;
153 end
154 Ug( i )=1e−3/tbetween ( i ) ;
155 i f (Ug( i )<0)
156 Ug( i ) = [ ] ;
157 end
158 i=i +1;
159
160 end
161
162 % Bubbles length :
163 i =1;
164 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h (Ug) )
165 t b u b b l e s ( i )=t r e f ( f p o i n t s ( i ) )− t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) ) ;
166 L ( i )=Ug( i )∗ t b u b b l e s ( i ) ;
167 i=i +1;
168 end
169
170 % Vector taking the l a s t X bombolles
171 % Define the number of bubbles you want to c a lcu late the
parameters
172 n u m t o t a l =5;
173 % Total number of bubbles you w i l l use to ca lcu late the
standar dev iat ion
174 num bombol les =2;
175 i =1;
176 w h i l e ( i<=n u m t o t a l )
177 f i 2 ( i )= f i ( i ) ;
178 U2( i )=Ug( i ) ;
179 L2 ( i )=L ( i ) ;
180 i=i +1;
181 end
182
183 % Vectors with the l a s t X bubbles
184 k =1;
185 f o r i =1: l e n g t h ( f i 2 )
186 i f ( i >( num tota l−num bombol les ) )
187 f i n o v a ( k )=f i 2 ( i ) ;
188 Ugnova ( k )=U2( i ) ;
189 Lnova ( k )=L2 ( i ) ;
190 k=k +1;
191 end
192 i=i +1;
193 end
194
195 % Mean c a l c u l a t i o n
196 f r e q u e n c y 2=mean ( f i n o v a )
197 l o n g i t u d e 2=mean ( Lnova ) ∗1000
198 v e l o c i t y 2=mean ( Ugnova )
199
200 % Standard dev iat ion c a l c u l a t i o n
201 f o r i =1: l e n g t h ( f i n o v a )
202 f ( i )=( f i n o v a ( i )−f r e q u e n c y 2 ) ˆ 2 ;
203 l ( i )=(Lnova ( i )∗1000− l o n g i t u d e 2 ) ˆ 2 ;
204 u ( i )=(Ugnova ( i )−v e l o c i t y 2 ) ˆ 2 ;
205 end
206
207 d f=s q r t ( sum ( f ) /( num bombol les−1) )
208 d l=s q r t ( sum ( l ) /( num bombol les−1) )
209 du=s q r t ( sum ( u ) /( num bombol les−1) )
210
211 % To save the data , and use l a t e r fo r the plot s c r i p t
212 % I f you are analys ing Mesh1
213 f i M e s h 1=f i 2 ;
214 UMesh1=U2 ;
215 LMesh1=L2 ;
216 s a v e ( ’ f i M e s h 1 . mat ’ , ’ f i M e s h 1 ’ ) ;
217 s a v e ( ’ LMesh1 . mat ’ , ’ LMesh1 ’ ) ;
218 s a v e ( ’ UMesh1 . mat ’ , ’ UMesh1 ’ ) ;
219
220 % I f you are analys ing Mesh2
221 f i M e s h 2=f i 2 ;
222 UMesh2=U2 ;
223 LMesh2=L2 ;
224 s a v e ( ’ f i M e s h 2 . mat ’ , ’ f i M e s h 2 ’ ) ;
225 s a v e ( ’ LMesh2 . mat ’ , ’ LMesh2 ’ ) ;
226 s a v e ( ’ UMesh2 . mat ’ , ’ UMesh2 ’ ) ;
227
228 % I f you are analys ing Mesh3
229 f i M e s h 3=f i 2 ;
230 UMesh3=U2 ;
231 LMesh3=L2 ;
232 s a v e ( ’ f i M e s h 3 . mat ’ , ’ f i M e s h 3 ’ ) ;
233 s a v e ( ’ LMesh3 . mat ’ , ’ LMesh3 ’ ) ;
234 s a v e ( ’ UMesh3 . mat ’ , ’ UMesh3 ’ ) ;
235
236 %% Graphics
237
238 % Plot with a l l the bubbles :
239 f i g u r e ( 1 )
240 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 1 )
241 p l o t ( t r e f , a i r r e f , ’ g− ’ )
242 x l a b e l ( ’ t ime [ s ] ’ )
243 y l a b e l ( ’ f r a c t i o n o f a i r ’ )
244 t i t l e ( ’ x =0.008m ’ )
245 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 2 )
246 p l o t ( f i )
247 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
248 y l a b e l ( ’ f r e q u e n c y [ Hz ] ’ )
249 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 3 )
250 p l o t ( L∗1000)
251 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
252 y l a b e l ( ’ L o n g i t u d e [mm] ’ )
253 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 4 )
254 p l o t (Ug , ’−r ’ )
255 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
256 y l a b e l ( ’ v e l o c i t y [m/ s ] ’ )
257
258 % Plot with the number of bubbles you cutted
259 f i g u r e ( 2 )
260 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 1 )
261 p l o t ( t r e f , a i r r e f , ’ g− ’ )
262 x l a b e l ( ’ t ime [ s ] ’ )
263 y l a b e l ( ’ f r a c t i o n o f a i r ’ )
264 t i t l e ( ’ x =0.008m ’ )
265 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 2 )
266 p l o t ( f i 2 )
267 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
268 y l a b e l ( ’ f r e q u e n c y [ Hz ] ’ )
269 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 3 )
270 p l o t ( L2 )
271 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
272 y l a b e l ( ’ l o n g i t u d e [m] ’ )
273 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 4 )
274 p l o t (U2 , ’−r ’ )
275 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
276 y l a b e l ( ’ v e l o c i t y [m/ s ] ’ )
The script to generate the comparative graphics of the different meshes is the following:
1 c l o s e a l l ;
2 c l e a r a l l ;
3
4 % Load the f i l e s with the data
5 l o a d ( ’ f i M e s h 1 . mat ’ )
6 l o a d ( ’ f i M e s h 2 . mat ’ )
7 l o a d ( ’ f i M e s h 3 . mat ’ )
8 l o a d ( ’ LMesh1 . mat ’ )
9 l o a d ( ’ LMesh2 . mat ’ )
10 l o a d ( ’ LMesh3 . mat ’ )
11 l o a d ( ’ UMesh1 . mat ’ )
12 l o a d ( ’ UMesh2 . mat ’ )
13 l o a d ( ’ UMesh3 . mat ’ )
14
15 % We take the l a s t 6 bubbles
16 k =1;
17 f o r i =1: l e n g t h ( LMesh1 )
18 i f ( i >=11)
19 f iMesh11 ( k )=f i M e s h 1 ( i ) ;
20 f iMesh22 ( k )=f i M e s h 2 ( i ) ;
21 f iMesh33 ( k )=f i M e s h 3 ( i ) ;
22 UMesh11 ( k )=UMesh1 ( i ) ;
23 UMesh22 ( k )=UMesh2 ( i ) ;
24 UMesh33 ( k )=UMesh3 ( i ) ;
25 LMesh11 ( k )=LMesh1 ( i ) ;
26 LMesh22 ( k )=LMesh2 ( i ) ;
27 LMesh33 ( k )=LMesh3 ( i ) ;
28 k=k +1;
29 end
30 end
31
32 % Means of the l a s t 6 bubbles
33 F1=mean ( f iMesh11 ) ;
34 F2=mean ( f iMesh22 ) ;
35 F3=mean ( f iMesh33 ) ;
36 L1=mean ( LMesh11 ∗1000) ;
37 L2=mean ( LMesh22 ∗1000) ;
38 L3=mean ( LMesh33 ∗1000) ;
39 U1=mean ( UMesh11 ) ;
40 U2=mean ( UMesh22 ) ;
41 U3=mean ( UMesh33 ) ;
42
43 % Errors c a l c u l a t i o n
44 E r r o r F 1= ( F1−F3 ) /F3∗100
45 ErrorV1 =(U1−U3) /U3∗100
46 E r r o r L 1 =(L1−L3 ) /L3∗100
47 E r r o r F 2= ( F2−F3 ) /F3∗100
48 ErrorV2 =(U2−U3) /U3∗100
49 E r r o r L 2 =(L2−L3 ) /L3∗100
50
51 % Plots of the graphics
52 f i g u r e ( 1 )
53 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 1 )
54 p l o t ( f iMesh1 , ’ : k ’ )
55 h o l d on ;
56 p l o t ( f iMesh2 , ’−−k ’ )
57 h o l d on ;
58 p l o t ( f iMesh3 , ’−k ’ )
59 x l a b e l ( ’ Bubble ’ )
60 y l a b e l ( ’ Frequency [ Hz ] ’ )
61 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 2 )
62 p l o t ( LMesh1∗1000 , ’ : k ’ )
63 h o l d on ;
64 p l o t ( LMesh2∗1000 , ’−−k ’ )
65 h o l d on ;
66 p l o t ( LMesh3∗1000 , ’−k ’ )
67 x l a b e l ( ’ Bubble ’ )
68 y l a b e l ( ’ L o n g i t u d e [mm] ’ )
69 l e g=l e g e n d ( ’ 200 000 ’ , ’ 400 000 ’ , ’ 600 000 ’ ) ;
70 t i t l e ( l e g , ’ Number o f c e l l s ’ )
71 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 3 )
72 p l o t ( UMesh1 , ’ : k ’ )
73 h o l d on ;
74 p l o t ( UMesh2 , ’−−k ’ )
75 h o l d on ;
76 p l o t ( UMesh3 , ’−k ’ )
77 x l a b e l ( ’ Bubble ’ )
78 y l a b e l ( ’ V e l o c i t y [m/ s ] ’ )
C.2. Results scripts
The Matlab script used to calculate the frequency, length, velocity, and volume of the
bubble from the alpha files saved by OpenFOAM, for the Results section 4, is presented
here.
1 c l o s e a l l ;
2 c l e a r a l l
3
4 %% Analys is of the data in surface x=8mm
5
6 l o a d s u r f m o n 8 . dat
7 r e f=s u r f m o n 8 ;
8 a r e a=p i ∗ ( ( 1 e−3) /2) ˆ 2 ; % Area of 1mm circumference
9 a i r r e f = r e f ( : , 2 ) ; % Air volume f r a c t i o n
10 w r e f = 1− a i r r e f ; % Water volume f r a c t i o n
11 t r e f=r e f ( : , 1 ) ; %Time
12
13 % Find the i n i t i a l and f i n a l points of every bubble :
14 i =1;
15 k =1;
16 i n i t =t r u e ;
17 v a l o r =0.0015; % minimum value of alpha cons ider ing a bubble
18 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( a i r r e f ) )
19 done=f a l s e ;
20 i f ( a i r r e f ( i )>=v a l o r&&i n i t==t r u e )
21 p o i n t s ( k )=i ;
22 k=k +1;
23 i n i t =f a l s e ;
24 done=t r u e ;
25 end
26 i f ( a i r r e f ( i )<=v a l o r&&i n i t==f a l s e&&done==f a l s e )
27 p o i n t s ( k )=i ;
28 k=k +1;
29 i n i t =t r u e ;
30 end
31 i=i +1;
32 end
33
34 % Remove odd numbers :
35 i f ( rem ( l e n g t h ( p o i n t s ) , 2 )==1)
36 p o i n t s ( k−1) = [ ] ;
37 end
38
39 % Separation between i n i t i a l and f i n a l points :
40 i =1;
41 k =1;
42 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( p o i n t s ) )
43 i p o i n t s ( k )=p o i n t s ( i ) ;
44 i=i +1;
45 f p o i n t s ( k )=p o i n t s ( i ) ;
46 i=i +1;
47 k=k +1;
48 end
49
50 % Bubble area :
51 i =1;
52 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s ) )
53 a ( i )=t r a p z ( t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) : f p o i n t s ( i ) ) , a i r r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i )
: f p o i n t s ( i ) ) ) ;
54 av ( i )=a ( i )∗ a r e a ;
55 i=i +1;
56 end
57
58 % Remove l i t t l e bubbles ( s imulat ion e r r o r s ) :
59 i =1;
60 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( av ) )
61 i f ( av ( i )<=10e−11)
62 f p o i n t s ( i ) = [ ] ;
63 i p o i n t s ( i ) = [ ] ;
64 av ( i ) = [ ] ;
65 a ( i ) = [ ] ;
66 i=i −1;
67 end
68 i=i +1;
69 end
70
71 % Bubble frequency :
72 i =1;
73 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s )−1)
74 p e r i o d e ( i )=t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i +1) )− t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) ) ;
75 f i ( i )=1/ p e r i o d e ( i ) ;
76 i=i +1;
77 end
78
79 %% Analys is of the data in surface x=7mm
80
81 l o a d s u r f m o n 7 . dat
82 r e f 7=s u r f m o n 7 ;
83 a i r r e f 7=r e f 7 ( : , 2 ) ; % Air volume f r a c t i o n
84 w r e f 7 = 1− a i r r e f 7 ; % Water volume f r a c t i o n
85 t r e f 7=r e f 7 ( : , 1 ) ; % Time
86
87 % Find the i n i t i a l and f i n a l points of every bubble :
88 i =1;
89 k =1;
90 i n i t =t r u e ;
91 v a l o r =0.0015;
92 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( a i r r e f 7 ) )
93 done=f a l s e ;
94 i f ( a i r r e f 7 ( i )>=v a l o r&&i n i t==t r u e )
95 p o i n t s 7 ( k )=i ;
96 k=k +1;
97 i n i t =f a l s e ;
98 done=t r u e ;
99 end
100 i f ( a i r r e f 7 ( i )<=v a l o r&&i n i t==f a l s e&&done==f a l s e )
101 p o i n t s 7 ( k )=i ;
102 k=k +1;
103 i n i t =t r u e ;
104 end
105 i=i +1;
106 end
107
108 % Remove odd numbers :
109 i f ( rem ( l e n g t h ( p o i n t s 7 ) , 2 )==1)
110 p o i n t s 7 ( k−1) = [ ] ;
111 end
112
113 % Separation between i n i t i a l and f i n a l points :
114 i =1;
115 k =1;
116 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( p o i n t s 7 ) )
117 i p o i n t s 7 ( k )=p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ; % I n i t i a l point
118 i=i +1;
119 f p o i n t s 7 ( k )=p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ; % Fina l point
120 i=i +1;
121 k=k +1;
122 end
123
124 % Bubble area :
125 i =1;
126 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s 7 ) )
127 a7 ( i )=t r a p z ( t r e f 7 ( i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) : f p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ) , a i r r e f 7 (
i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) : f p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ) ) ;
128 av7 ( i )=a7 ( i )∗ a r e a ;
129 i=i +1;
130 end
131
132 % Remove l i t t l e bubbles ( s imulat ion e r r o r s ) :
133 i =1;
134 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( av7 ) )
135 i f ( av7 ( i )<=10e−11)
136 f p o i n t s 7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
137 i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
138 av7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
139 a7 ( i ) = [ ] ;
140 i=i −1;
141 end
142 i=i +1;
143 end
144
145 %% Parameter c a l c u l a t i o n s
146
147 % Bubble v e l o c i t y and volume :
148 i =1;
149 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s ) )
150 tbetween ( i )=t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) )− t r e f 7 ( i p o i n t s 7 ( i ) ) ;
151 Ug( i )=1e−3/tbetween ( i ) ; % Velocity
152 volume ( i )=av ( i )∗Ug( i ) ; % Volume
153 i=i +1;
154 end
155
156 % Bubble length :
157 i =1;
158 w h i l e ( i<=l e n g t h ( i p o i n t s ) )
159 t b u b b l e s ( i )=t r e f ( f p o i n t s ( i ) )− t r e f ( i p o i n t s ( i ) ) ;
160 L ( i )=Ug( i )∗ t b u b b l e s ( i ) ;
161 v o l ( i )=av ( i )∗L ( i ) ;
162 i=i +1;
163 end
164
165 % Vector with the t o t a l bubbles that we w i l l use to
ca l cu la te
166 % the standard dev iat ion :
167
168 n u m t o t a l =6; % Number of t o t a l bubbles
169 num bombol les =6; % Number of bubbles used to ca lcu l ate the
parameters
170 i =1;
171 w h i l e ( i<=n u m t o t a l )
172 f i 2 ( i )= f i ( i ) ;
173 U2( i )=Ug( i ) ;
174 L2 ( i )=L ( i ) ;
175 V2 ( i )=volume ( i ) ;
176 i=i +1;
177 end
178
179 % Vector with the l a s t 6 bubbles :
180 k =1;
181 f o r i =1: l e n g t h ( f i 2 )
182 i f ( i >( num tota l−num bombol les ) )
183 f i n o v a ( k )=f i 2 ( i ) ;
184 Ugnova ( k )=U2( i ) ;
185 Lnova ( k )=L2 ( i ) ;
186 Vnova ( k )=V2 ( i ) ;
187 k=k +1;
188 end
189 i=i +1;
190 end
191
192 % Frequency , longitude , v e l o c i t y and volume f i n a l values :
193 f r e q u e n c y 2=mean ( f i n o v a )
194 l o n g i t u d e 2=mean ( Lnova ) ∗1000
195 v e l o c i t y 2=mean ( Ugnova )
196 volume2=mean ( Vnova )
197
198 % Standard dev iat ion c a l c u l a t i o n :
199 f o r i =1: l e n g t h ( f i n o v a )
200 f ( i )=( f i n o v a ( i )−f r e q u e n c y 2 ) ˆ 2 ;
201 l ( i )=(Lnova ( i )∗1000− l o n g i t u d e 2 ) ˆ 2 ;
202 u ( i )=(Ugnova ( i )−v e l o c i t y 2 ) ˆ 2 ;
203 v ( i )=(Vnova ( i )−volume2 ) ˆ 2 ;
204 end
205 d f=s q r t ( sum ( f ) /( num bombol les−1) )
206 d l=s q r t ( sum ( l ) /( num bombol les−1) )
207 du=s q r t ( sum ( u ) /( num bombol les−1) )
208 dv=s q r t ( sum ( v ) /( num bombol les−1) )
209
210 % To save the parameters in a f i l e :
211 comb12=[ f r e q u e n c y 2 , l o n g i t u d e 2 , v e l o c i t y 2 , volume2 ] ;
212 dev12 =[ df , d l , du , dv ] ;
213 s a v e ( ’ comb12 . mat ’ , ’ comb12 ’ ) ;
214 s a v e ( ’ dev12 . mat ’ , ’ dev12 ’ ) ;
215
216 %% Plots
217 f i g u r e ( 1 )
218 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 1 ) % Alpha plot
219 p l o t ( t r e f , a i r r e f , ’ g− ’ )
220 x l a b e l ( ’ t ime [ s ] ’ )
221 y l a b e l ( ’ f r a c t i o n o f a i r ’ )
222 t i t l e ( ’ x =0.008m ’ )
223 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) % Frequency plot
224 p l o t ( f i )
225 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
226 y l a b e l ( ’ f r e q u e n c y [ Hz ] ’ )
227 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) % Longitude plot
228 p l o t ( L∗1000)
229 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
230 y l a b e l ( ’ L o n g i t u d e [mm] ’ )
231 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 2 , 4 ) % Velocity p lot
232 p l o t (Ug , ’−r ’ )
233 x l a b e l ( ’ b u b b l e ’ )
234 y l a b e l ( ’ v e l o c i t y [m/ s ] ’ )
The script used to generate the graphics with the experimental and simulated data com-
parison is the following:
1 c l e a r a l l ;
2 c l o s e a l l ;
3
4 % Load a l l f i l e s
5
6 % GROUP1
7 l o a d ( ’ comb1 . mat ’ )
8 l o a d ( ’ comb2 . mat ’ )
9 l o a d ( ’ comb3 . mat ’ )
10 l o a d ( ’ comb4 . mat ’ )
11 l o a d ( ’ comb5 . mat ’ )
12 l o a d ( ’ dev1 . mat ’ )
13 l o a d ( ’ dev2 . mat ’ )
14 l o a d ( ’ dev3 . mat ’ )
15 l o a d ( ’ dev4 . mat ’ )
16 l o a d ( ’ dev5 . mat ’ )
17
18 % GROUP2
19 l o a d ( ’ comb6 . mat ’ )
20 l o a d ( ’ comb7 . mat ’ )
21 l o a d ( ’ comb8 . mat ’ )
22 l o a d ( ’ comb9 . mat ’ )
23 l o a d ( ’ comb10 . mat ’ )
24 l o a d ( ’ dev6 . mat ’ )
25 l o a d ( ’ dev7 . mat ’ )
26 l o a d ( ’ dev8 . mat ’ )
27 l o a d ( ’ dev9 . mat ’ )
28 l o a d ( ’ dev10 . mat ’ )
29
30 % GROUP3
31 l o a d ( ’ comb13 . mat ’ )
32 l o a d ( ’ comb14 . mat ’ )
33 l o a d ( ’ comb15 . mat ’ )
34 l o a d ( ’ dev13 . mat ’ )
35 l o a d ( ’ dev14 . mat ’ )
36 l o a d ( ’ dev15 . mat ’ )
37
38 %% Parametres
39
40 % S u p e r f i c i a l gas and l i q u i d v e l o c i t y for each group
41
42 % Group1
43 Usg1 = [ 0 , 0 . 0 5 9 , 0 . 1 4 4 , 0 . 2 6 7 , 0 . 3 5 9 , 0 . 5 0 9 ] ;
44 U s l 1 =0.318∗ ones ( 1 , 6 ) ; U s l ( 1 ) =0;
45
46 % Group2
47 Usg2 = [ 0 , 0 . 0 5 9 , 0 . 1 4 4 , 0 . 2 6 7 , 0 . 3 5 9 , 0 . 5 0 9 ] ;
48 U s l 2 =0.531∗ ones ( 1 , 6 ) ; U s l ( 1 ) =0;
49
50 % Group3
51 Usg3 = [ 0 , 0 . 2 7 6 , 0 . 3 6 3 , 0 . 5 1 6 ] ;
52 U s l 3 =0.106∗ ones ( 1 , 4 ) ; U s l ( 1 ) =0;
53 d i a m e t r e =0.001;
54
55 % Experimental data for each group
56 fE1 = [ 0 , 4 1 . 8 0 6 , 1 0 3 . 7 2 1 , 1 4 7 . 7 7 8 , 1 9 1 . 9 3 0 , 2 1 4 . 4 2 5 ] ; % Frequency
57 lE1 = [ 0 , 2 . 1 2 0 , 2 . 0 8 0 , 2 . 5 3 8 , 3 . 0 0 0 , 3 . 4 4 4 ] / 1 0 0 0 ; % Longitude
58 uE1 = [ 0 , 0 . 3 5 0 , 0 . 5 1 4 , 0 . 6 8 4 , 0 . 8 0 7 , 1 . 0 0 0 ] ; % Velocity
59 vE1 = [ 0 , 1 . 1 1 8 , 1 . 0 9 3 , 1 . 4 2 2 , 1 . 4 8 3 , 1 . 8 6 7 ]∗1 0 ˆ −9 ; % Volume
60
61 fE2 = [ 0 , 7 3 . 2 8 2 , 1 8 5 . 8 3 2 , 3 3 9 . 8 2 7 , 4 2 7 . 6 3 2 , 5 4 5 . 1 6 7 ] ;
62 lE2 = [ 0 , 0 . 9 6 1 , 1 . 2 4 0 , 1 . 3 7 0 , 1 . 3 2 1 , 1 . 5 9 2 ] / 1 0 0 0 ;
63 uE2 = [ 0 , 0 . 6 0 2 , 0 . 7 3 0 , 0 . 8 6 9 , 0 . 9 6 0 , 1 . 2 4 1 ] ;
64 vE2 = [ 0 , 0 . 5 5 2 , 0 . 5 7 5 , 0 . 5 9 9 , 0 . 6 4 8 , 0 . 7 2 9 ]∗1 0 ˆ −9 ;
65
66 fE3 = [ 0 , 8 3 . 4 8 6 , 8 8 . 8 8 9 , 9 5 . 1 0 3 ] ;
67 lE3 = [ 0 , 4 . 2 6 9 , 5 . 0 3 5 , 6 . 7 4 0 ] / 1 0 0 0 ;
68 uE3 = [ 0 , 0 . 4 1 5 , 0 . 5 2 1 , 0 . 7 1 3 ] ;
69 vE3 = [ 0 , 2 . 5 9 6 , 3 . 2 0 6 , 4 . 2 6 0 ]∗1 0 ˆ −9 ;
70
71 % Simulaton data and standard dev iat ions for each group
72 f 1 =[0 , comb1 ( 1 ) , comb2 ( 1 ) , comb3 ( 1 ) , comb4 ( 1 ) , comb5 ( 1 ) ] ;
73 l 1 =[0 , comb1 ( 2 ) , comb2 ( 2 ) , comb3 ( 2 ) , comb4 ( 2 ) , comb5 ( 2 ) ] / 1 0 0 0 ;
74 u1 =[0 , comb1 ( 3 ) , comb2 ( 3 ) , comb3 ( 3 ) , comb4 ( 3 ) , comb5 ( 3 ) ] ;
75 v1 =[0 , comb1 ( 4 ) , comb2 ( 4 ) ,0.78542∗10ˆ−9 , comb4 ( 4 ) , comb5 ( 4 ) ] ;
76 d e v f 1 =[ dev1 ( 1 ) , dev2 ( 1 ) , dev3 ( 1 ) , dev4 ( 1 ) , dev5 ( 1 ) ] / 2 ;
77 d e v l 1 =[ dev1 ( 2 ) , dev2 ( 2 ) , dev3 ( 2 ) , dev4 ( 2 ) , dev5 ( 2 ) ] / ( 2∗1 0 0 0 ) ;
78 devu1 =[ dev1 ( 3 ) , dev2 ( 3 ) , dev3 ( 3 ) , dev4 ( 3 ) , dev5 ( 3 ) ] / 2 ;
79 devv1 =[ dev1 ( 4 ) , dev2 ( 4 ) , dev3 ( 4 ) , dev4 ( 4 ) , dev5 ( 4 ) ] / 2 ;
80
81 f 2 =[0 , comb6 ( 1 ) , comb7 ( 1 ) , comb8 ( 1 ) , comb9 ( 1 ) , comb10 ( 1 ) ] ;
82 l 2 =[0 , comb6 ( 2 ) , comb7 ( 2 ) , comb8 ( 2 ) , comb9 ( 2 ) , comb10 ( 2 ) ] / 1 0 0 0 ;
83 u2 =[0 , comb6 ( 3 ) , comb7 ( 3 ) , comb8 ( 3 ) , comb9 ( 3 ) , comb10 ( 3 ) ] ;
84 v2 =[0 , comb6 ( 4 ) , comb7 ( 4 ) , comb8 ( 4 ) , comb9 ( 4 ) , comb10 ( 4 ) ] ;
85 d e v f 2 =[ dev6 ( 1 ) , dev7 ( 1 ) , dev8 ( 1 ) , dev9 ( 1 ) , dev10 ( 1 ) ] / 2 ;
86 d e v l 2 =[ dev6 ( 2 ) , dev7 ( 2 ) , dev8 ( 2 ) , dev9 ( 2 ) , dev10 ( 2 ) ] / ( 2∗1 0 0 0 ) ;
87 devu2 =[ dev6 ( 3 ) , dev7 ( 3 ) , dev8 ( 3 ) , dev9 ( 3 ) , dev10 ( 3 ) ] / 2 ;
88 devv2 =[ dev6 ( 4 ) , dev7 ( 4 ) , dev8 ( 4 ) , dev9 ( 4 ) , dev10 ( 4 ) ] / 2 ;
89
90 f 3 =[0 , comb13 ( 1 ) , comb14 ( 1 ) , comb15 ( 1 ) ] ;
91 l 3 =[0 , comb13 ( 2 ) , comb14 ( 2 ) , comb15 ( 2 ) ] / 1 0 0 0 ;
92 u3 =[0 , comb13 ( 3 ) , comb14 ( 3 ) , comb15 ( 3 ) ] ;
93 v3 =[0 , comb13 ( 4 ) , comb14 ( 4 ) , comb15 ( 4 ) ] ;
94 d e v f 3 =[ dev13 ( 1 ) , dev14 ( 1 ) , dev15 ( 1 ) ] / 2 ;
95 d e v l 3 =[ dev13 ( 2 ) , dev14 ( 2 ) , dev15 ( 2 ) ] / ( 2∗1 0 0 0 ) ;
96 devu3 =[ dev13 ( 3 ) , dev14 ( 3 ) , dev15 ( 3 ) ] / 2 ;
97 devv3 =[ dev13 ( 4 ) , dev14 ( 4 ) , dev15 ( 4 ) ] / 2 ;
98
99 %% Frequency plot
100
101 % Character i sat ion of the frequency equation for
experimental
102 % and simulated data of each group
103 e x p o n e n t i a l 1 = f i t t y p e ( ’ f s a t ∗(1−exp(−ao∗Usg1/ f s a t ) ) ’ , ’
c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ f s a t ’ , ’ ao ’ } , ’ dependent ’ ,{ ’ f 1 ’ } , ’
i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’ Usg1 ’ }) ;
104 e x p o n e n t i a l E 1 = f i t t y p e ( ’ f s a t ∗(1−exp(−ao∗Usg1/ f s a t ) ) ’ , ’
c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ f s a t ’ , ’ ao ’ } , ’ dependent ’ ,{ ’ fE1 ’ } , ’
i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’ Usg1 ’ }) ;
105 f e q 1= f i t ( Usg1 ’ , f1 ’ , e x p o n e n t i a l 1 )
106 f E e q 1= f i t ( Usg1 ’ , fE1 ’ , e x p o n e n t i a l E 1 )
107
108 e x p o n e n t i a l 2 = f i t t y p e ( ’ f s a t ∗(1−exp(−ao∗Usg2/ f s a t ) ) ’ , ’
c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ f s a t ’ , ’ ao ’ } , ’ dependent ’ ,{ ’ f 2 ’ } , ’
i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’ Usg2 ’ }) ;
109 e x p o n e n t i a l E 2 = f i t t y p e ( ’ f s a t ∗(1−exp(−ao∗Usg2/ f s a t ) ) ’ , ’
c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ f s a t ’ , ’ ao ’ } , ’ dependent ’ ,{ ’ fE2 ’ } , ’
i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’ Usg2 ’ }) ;
110 f e q 2= f i t ( Usg2 ’ , f2 ’ , e x p o n e n t i a l 2 )
111 f E e q 2= f i t ( Usg2 ’ , fE2 ’ , e x p o n e n t i a l E 2 )
112
113 e x p o n e n t i a l 3 = f i t t y p e ( ’ f s a t ∗(1−exp(−ao∗Usg3/ f s a t ) ) ’ , ’
c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ f s a t ’ , ’ ao ’ } , ’ dependent ’ ,{ ’ f 3 ’ } , ’
i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’ Usg3 ’ }) ;
114 e x p o n e n t i a l E 3= f i t t y p e ( ’ f s a t ∗(1−exp(−ao∗Usg3/ f s a t ) ) ’ , ’
c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ f s a t ’ , ’ ao ’ } , ’ dependent ’ ,{ ’ fE3 ’ } , ’
i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’ Usg3 ’ }) ;
115 f e q 3= f i t ( Usg3 ’ , f3 ’ , e x p o n e n t i a l 3 )
116 f E e q 3= f i t ( Usg3 ’ , fE3 ’ , e x p o n e n t i a l E 3 )
117
118 f i g u r e ( 1 )
119 x l i m ( [ 0 , 0 . 6 ] )
120 y l i m ( [ 0 , 7 0 0 ] )
121 h o l d on ;
122 p l o t ( f e q 1 , ’−−k ’ ) ;
123 h o l d on ;
124 p l o t ( fE eq1 , ’−k ’ )
125 h o l d on ;
126 p l o t ( f e q 2 , ’−−k ’ )
127 h o l d on ;
128 p l o t ( fE eq2 , ’−k ’ )
129 h o l d on ;
130 p l o t ( f e q 3 , ’−−k ’ )
131 h o l d on ;
132 p l o t ( fE eq3 , ’−k ’ )
133 h o l d on ;
134 h ( 1 )=e r r o r b a r ( Usg1 ( 2 : 6 ) , f 1 ( 2 : 6 ) , devf1 , ’ o ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ ,
’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
135 h o l d on ;
136 h ( 2 )=p l o t ( Usg1 ( 2 : 6 ) , fE1 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ o ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’
M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
137 h o l d on ;
138 h ( 3 )=e r r o r b a r ( Usg2 ( 2 : 6 ) , f 2 ( 2 : 6 ) , devf2 , ’ s ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ ,
’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
139 h o l d on ;
140 h ( 4 )=p l o t ( Usg2 ( 2 : 6 ) , fE2 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ s ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’
M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
141 h o l d on ;
142 h ( 5 )=e r r o r b a r ( Usg3 ( 2 : 4 ) , f 3 ( 2 : 4 ) , devf3 , ’ d ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ ,
’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
143 h o l d on ;
144 h ( 6 )=p l o t ( Usg3 ( 2 : 4 ) , fE3 ( 2 : 4 ) , ’ d ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’
M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
145 h o l d on ;
146 x l i m ( [ 0 , 0 . 6 ] )
147 y l i m ( [ 0 , 7 0 0 ] )
148 x l a b e l ( ’ U {SG} [m/ s ] ’ )
149 y l a b e l ( ’ f [ 1 / s ] ’ )
150 l e g e n d ( h , ’ Sim 0 . 3 1 8 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim 0 . 5 3 1 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim
0 . 1 0 6 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ L o c a t i o n ’ , ’ n o r t h w e s t ’ )
151 l e g e n d ( ’ b o x o f f ’ )
152
153 %% Volume plot
154 f o r i =2: l e n g t h ( Usg1 )
155 Vb1 ( i )=Usg1 ( i ) /( f 1 ( i )∗ d i a m e t r e ) ;
156 Vb2 ( i )=Usg2 ( i ) /( f 2 ( i )∗ d i a m e t r e ) ;
157 VbE1 ( i )=Usg1 ( i ) /( fE1 ( i )∗ d i a m e t r e ) ;
158 VbE2 ( i )=Usg2 ( i ) /( fE2 ( i )∗ d i a m e t r e ) ;
159 end
160 f o r i =2: l e n g t h ( Usg3 )
161 Vb3 ( i )=Usg3 ( i ) /( f 3 ( i )∗ d i a m e t r e ) ;
162 VbE3 ( i )=Usg3 ( i ) /( fE3 ( i )∗ d i a m e t r e ) ;
163 end
164
165 % Dimensionless volume and standard dev iat ion
166 v adim1=v1 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
167 devv ad im1=devv1 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
168 v adimE1=vE1 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
169 f u n c t 2=@( x ) x ;
170
171 v adim2=v2 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
172 devv ad im2=devv2 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
173 v adimE2=vE2 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
174
175 v adim3=v3 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
176 devv ad im3=devv3 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
177 v adimE3=vE3 . / ( p i /4∗( d i a m e t r e ) ˆ3) ;
178
179 f i g u r e ( 2 )
180 h ( 1 )=e r r o r b a r ( Vb1 ( 2 : 6 ) , v ad im1 ( 2 : 6 ) , devv adim1 , ’ o ’ , ’
MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
181 h o l d on ;
182 h ( 2 )=p l o t ( VbE1 ( 2 : 6 ) , v adimE1 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ o ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ ,
’ M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
183 h o l d on ;
184 f p l o t ( f u n c t 2 , [ 0 , 6 ] , ’ k ’ )
185 h o l d on ;
186 h ( 3 )=e r r o r b a r ( Vb2 ( 2 : 6 ) , v ad im2 ( 2 : 6 ) , devv adim2 , ’ s ’ , ’
MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
187 h o l d on ;
188 h ( 4 )=p l o t ( VbE2 ( 2 : 6 ) , v adimE2 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ s ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ ,
’ M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
189 h o l d on ;
190 h ( 5 )=e r r o r b a r ( Vb3 ( 2 : 4 ) , v ad im3 ( 2 : 4 ) , devv adim3 , ’ d ’ , ’
MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
191 h o l d on ;
192 h ( 6 )=p l o t ( VbE3 ( 2 : 4 ) , v adimE3 ( 2 : 4 ) , ’ d ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ ,
’ M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
193 h o l d on ;
194 x l i m ( [ 0 6 ] )
195 x l a b e l ( ’ U {SG}/ f ∗\ p h i {C} ’ )
196 y l a b e l ( ’ $\ bar {V} {B}$ ’ , ’ I n t e r p r e t e r ’ , ’ L a t e x ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 )
197 l e g e n d ( h , ’ Sim 0 . 3 1 8 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim 0 . 5 3 1 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim
0 . 1 0 6 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ L o c a t i o n ’ , ’ s o u t h e a s t ’ )
198 l e g e n d ( ’ b o x o f f ’ )
199
200 %% Velocity p lot
201
202 % Mixture s u p e r f i c i a l v e l o c i t y
203 Um1=U s l 1+Usg1 ; Um1( 1 ) =0;
204 Um2=U s l 2+Usg2 ; Um2( 1 ) =0;
205 Um3=U s l 3+Usg3 ; Um3( 1 ) =0;
206 Um=[Um1,Um2( 2 : 6 ) ,Um3( 2 : 4 ) ] ;
207
208 % Character i sat ion of the v e l o c i t y equation for experimental
209 % and simulated data
210 uSimu=[u1 , u2 ( 2 : 6 ) , u3 ( 2 : 4 ) ] ;
211 uExp=[uE1 , uE2 ( 2 : 6 ) , uE3 ( 2 : 4 ) ] ;
212 v e l o c i t y e q = f i t t y p e ( ’ Co∗Um ’ , ’ c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ Co ’ } , ’
dependent ’ ,{ ’ uSimu ’ } , ’ i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’Um ’ }) ;
213 v e l o c i t y e q E = f i t t y p e ( ’ Co∗Um ’ , ’ c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ Co ’ } , ’
dependent ’ ,{ ’ uExp ’ } , ’ i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’Um ’ }) ;
214 v e q 1= f i t (Um’ , uSimu ’ , v e l o c i t y e q ) ;
215 vE eq1= f i t (Um’ , uExp ’ , v e l o c i t y e q E ) ;
216
217 f i g u r e ( 3 )
218 a x i s ( [ 0 1 0 1 . 2 ] )
219 p l o t ( vE eq1 , ’−k ’ )
220 h o l d on ;
221 p l o t ( v eq1 , ’−−k ’ )
222 h o l d on ;
223 h ( 1 )=e r r o r b a r (Um1( 2 : 6 ) , u1 ( 2 : 6 ) , devu1 , ’ o ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’
k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
224 h o l d on ;
225 h ( 2 )=p l o t (Um1( 2 : 6 ) , uE1 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ o ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’
M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
226 h o l d on ;
227 h ( 3 )=e r r o r b a r (Um2( 2 : 6 ) , u2 ( 2 : 6 ) , devu2 , ’ s ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’
k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
228 h o l d on ;
229 h ( 4 )=p l o t (Um2( 2 : 6 ) , uE2 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ s ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’
M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
230 h o l d on ;
231 h ( 5 )=e r r o r b a r (Um3( 2 : 4 ) , u3 ( 2 : 4 ) , devu3 , ’ d ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’
k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
232 h o l d on ;
233 h ( 6 )=p l o t (Um3( 2 : 4 ) , uE3 ( 2 : 4 ) , ’ d ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’
M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
234 h o l d on ;
235 a x i s ( [ 0 1 0 1 . 2 ] )
236 x l a b e l ( ’ U {M} [m/ s ] ’ )
237 y l a b e l ( ’ U {B} [m/ s ] ’ )
238 l e g e n d ( h , ’ Sim 0 . 3 1 8 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim 0 . 5 3 1 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim
0 . 1 0 6 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ L o c a t i o n ’ , ’ s o u t h e a s t ’ )
239 l e g e n d ( ’ b o x o f f ’ )
240
241 %% Longitude plot
242
243 % Dimensionless bubble length and standard dev iat ion
244 l a d i m 1=l 1 / d i a m e t r e ;
245 l E a d i m 1=lE1 / d i a m e t r e ;
246 d e v l a d i m 1=d e v l 1 / d i a m e t r e ;
247
248 l a d i m 2=l 2 / d i a m e t r e ;
249 l E a d i m 2=lE2 / d i a m e t r e ;
250 d e v l a d i m 2=d e v l 2 / d i a m e t r e ;
251
252 l a d i m 3=l 3 / d i a m e t r e ;
253 l E a d i m 3=lE3 / d i a m e t r e ;
254 d e v l a d i m 3=d e v l 3 / d i a m e t r e ;
255
256 % Character i sat ion of the longitude equation for
experimental
257 % and simulated data
258 Vb=[Vb1 , Vb2 ( 2 : 6 ) , Vb3 ( 2 : 4 ) ] ;
259 VbE=[VbE1 , VbE2 ( 2 : 6 ) , VbE3 ( 2 : 4 ) ] ;
260 l a d i m =[ l a d i m 1 , l a d i m 2 ( 2 : 6 ) , l a d i m 3 ( 2 : 4 ) ] ;
261 l E a d i m =[ lE adim1 , l E a d i m 2 ( 2 : 6 ) , l E a d i m 3 ( 2 : 4 ) ] ;
262 l o n g e q = f i t t y p e ( ’ C1+C2∗Vb ’ , ’ c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ C1 ’ , ’ C2 ’ } , ’
dependent ’ ,{ ’ l a d i m ’ } , ’ i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’Vb ’ }) ;
263 l o n g e q E = f i t t y p e ( ’ C1+C2∗VbE ’ , ’ c o e f f i c i e n t s ’ ,{ ’ C1 ’ , ’ C2 ’ } , ’
dependent ’ ,{ ’ l E a d i m ’ } , ’ i n d e p e n d e n t ’ ,{ ’VbE ’ }) ;
264 l e q= f i t (Vb ’ , l a d i m ’ , l o n g e q ) ;
265 l E e q= f i t (VbE ’ , lE ad im ’ , l o n g e q E ) ;
266
267 f i g u r e ( 4 )
268 x l i m ( [ 0 6 ] )
269 y l i m ( [ 0 8 ] )
270 p l o t ( l e q , ’−−k ’ )
271 h o l d on ;
272 p l o t ( l E e q , ’−k ’ )
273 h o l d on ;
274 h ( 1 )=e r r o r b a r ( Vb1 ( 2 : 6 ) , l a d i m 1 ( 2 : 6 ) , d e v l a d i m 1 , ’ o ’ , ’
MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
275 h o l d on ;
276 h ( 2 )=p l o t ( VbE1 ( 2 : 6 ) , l E a d i m 1 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ o ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ ,
’ M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
277 h o l d on ;
278 h ( 3 )=e r r o r b a r ( Vb2 ( 2 : 6 ) , l a d i m 2 ( 2 : 6 ) , d e v l a d i m 2 , ’ s ’ , ’
MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
279 h o l d on ;
280 h ( 4 )=p l o t ( VbE2 ( 2 : 6 ) , l E a d i m 2 ( 2 : 6 ) , ’ s ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ ,
’ M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
281 h o l d on ;
282 h ( 5 )=e r r o r b a r ( Vb3 ( 2 : 4 ) , l a d i m 3 ( 2 : 4 ) , d e v l a d i m 3 , ’ d ’ , ’
MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
283 h o l d on ;
284 h ( 6 )=p l o t ( VbE3 ( 2 : 4 ) , l E a d i m 3 ( 2 : 4 ) , ’ d ’ , ’ MarkerEdgeColor ’ , ’ k ’ ,
’ M a r k e r F a c e C o l o r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
285 h o l d on ;
286 x l i m ( [ 0 6 ] )
287 y l i m ( [ 0 8 ] )
288 x l a b e l ( ’ U {SG}/ f ∗\ p h i {C} ’ )
289 y l a b e l ( ’ $\ bar {L} {B}$ ’ , ’ I n t e r p r e t e r ’ , ’ L a t e x ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 4 )
290 l e g e n d ( h , ’ Sim 0 . 3 1 8 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim 0 . 5 3 1 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ Sim
0 . 1 0 6 m/ s ’ , ’ Exp ’ , ’ L o c a t i o n ’ , ’ s o u t h e a s t ’ )
291 l e g e n d ( ’ b o x o f f ’ )
